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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF KINGS

ISHMAIL DIMSON, individually, and on behalf of all others similarly
situated,
Plaintiff,
-against-

Index No.:

DONALD J. TRUMP, in his personal capacity, E. TRUMP & SON CLASS ACTION
COMPANY, MARYANNE TRUMP BARRY, ROBERT S. TRUMP, COMPLAINT
deceased, JOHN or JANE DOE, the Executor of the Estate of ROBERT
S. TRUMP, deceased, in his or her capacity as Executor, JOHN W.
WALTER, deceased, JOHN or JANE DOE, the Executor of the Estate of
JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, in his or her capacity as Executor,
TRUMP ORGANIZATION LLC, ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY
& MAINTENANCE CORP., BEACH HAVEN APARTMENTS
ASSOCIATES LLC, BRIAR WYCK APARTMENTS LLC,
FONTAINEBLEAU TOWERS DEL LLC, GREEN PARK ESSEX
APARTMENTS DEL LLC, GRYMES HILL APARTMENTS LLC,
LAWRENCE GARDENS APARTMENTS DEL LLC, LAWRENCE
TOWERS DEL LLC, NAUTILUS APARTMENTS DEL LLC, PARK
BRIAR OWNERS, INC., SHORE HAVEN APARTMENTS DEL LLC,
SUSSEX APARTMENTS ASSOCIATES DEL LLC, SUSSEX HALL
INC., WESTMINSTER APARTMENTS LLC, JOHN or JANE DOE 1100 and XYZ CORPORATION 1-100,
Defendants.

Plaintiff ISHMAIL DIMSON, individually, and on behalf of all others similarly situated,
by his attorneys, PARKER WAICHMAN LLP, upon information and belief, at all times
hereinafter mentioned, alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.

The alleged actions of Defendants DONALD J. TRUMP, in his personal capacity,

E. TRUMP & SON COMPANY, ROBERT S. TRUMP, deceased, through his Executor,
MARYANNE TRUMP BARRY, and TRUMP ORGANIZATION LLC, regarding the
machinations of Defendant ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP.
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[“All County”] are now well-known and in the public record. The seminal article of the New York
Times, “Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He Reaped Riches From His Father”, by
David

Barstow,

Susanne

Craig

and

Russ

Buettner

(Oct.

2,

2018)

[https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fredtrump.html] (Exhibit A) revealed a course of fraud and deception that has been cited as forming
the basis for the civil action of Mary L. Trump against her family and others, many of them named
here as defendants as well. Mary L. Trump v. Donald J. Trump, in his personal capacity,
Maryanne Trump Barry, and the executor of the ESTATE OF ROBERT S. TRUMP, in his or her
capacity as executor, Index No. 654698/2020, Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co., Filed 9/24/20 [“Mary L. Trump
Action”], Complaint at para. 4 (Exhibit B). Until the revelations of the New York Times article,
not even Mary L. Trump knew or realized what her family had done to her. Id.
2.

The “secret”, as the Mary L. Trump Action calls it and as it relates to this action,

concerns Defendant All County, a corporation formed by the Trump defendants for one reason and
one reason only: to cheat and steal from the tenants of rent-regulated buildings owned or
controlled by the Trump defendants. What the Trump defendants did with that money is not the
subject of this Complaint, though it is the core of the Mary L. Trump Action. Instead, this
Complaint describes where the money came from and who were the true victims of the story of
Trump and All County.
3.

The New York Times called the All County fraud “the most overt fraud” of all those

discussed in its expose. “[F]ormed by the Trump family in 1992[,] All County’s ostensible
purpose was to be the purchasing agent for Fred Trump’s buildings, buying everything from boilers
to cleaning supplies. It did no such thing, records and interviews show. Instead All County
siphoned millions of dollars from Fred Trump’s empire by simply marking up purchases already
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made by his employees. Those millions effectively untaxed gifts, then flowed to All County’s
owners – Donald Trump, his siblings and a cousin. Fred Trump then used the padded All
County receipts to justify bigger rent increases for thousands of tenants.” Trump Engaged in
Suspect Tax Schemes at 6 [emphasis added]. The millions of dollars referred to by the Times came
from the fraudulent rent increases imposed on Plaintiff and the Class by the Trump defendants in
this action.
4.

In the Mary L. Trump Action, All County is described as “a sham corporation” set

up by Defendants Donald J. Trump, Maryanne Trump Barry and the Estate of Robert S. Trump in
1992. “Put simply, All County inserted itself between Trump companies that operated real estate
interests like apartment buildings and the suppliers who provided appliances and other items to
apartments in those buildings. All County purchased the items at pre-negotiated prices, and then
issued padded invoices marking those prices way up to the Trump operating companies.
Defendants pocketed the difference. Transaction by transaction, money was siphoned from the
Trump operating companies, which had other stakeholders like Mary [L. Trump], and into
Defendants’ accounts. All County was just one scam among many. (In addition, as the New York
Times reported, the All County scam was one of the ways Defendants avoided inheritance taxes,
and the marked-up invoices also helped the Trumps justify rent hikes on their low-income
tenants.) Mary L. Trump Action, Complaint at para. 12 [emphasis added].
5.

“Each year Fred Trump spent millions of dollars maintaining and improving his

properties. Some of the vendors who supplied his building superintendents and maintenance crews
had been cashing Fred Trump’s checks for decades. Starting in August 1992, though, a different
name began to appear on their checks — All County Building Supply & Maintenance.” Trump
Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes at 22.

3
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So long as honesty was not a necessity, the All County scheme was brutally simple

- - if you had all the necessary information.

If the original price for a refrigerator-stove

combination was $642.69 in 1991, when Fred Trump originally negotiated the price, in 1993 it
jumped up by 46% when All County was being paid by the Trump tenants through their rental
increases for the same appliance. Id. at 23. The Times described the effect on those tenants as
“insidious.” Id. at 24. The reason why was that as the owner of rent-stabilized buildings in New
York, Fred Trump had to get approvals for rent increases beyond the annual increases approved
by the government. How to justify extra rent increases? Make a major capital improvement, like
a new refrigerator-stove combo. During a deposition, Defendant Robert Trump admitted that
“[t]he higher the markup would be, the higher the rent that might be charged.” Id. at 25. The
result of the All County scam, according to the Times article which alleges that its information
came from state records, what an “approval to raise rents on thousands of apartments by claiming
more than $30 million in capital improvements,” noting that while “[t]enants repeatedly protested
the increases,” it was “almost to no avail, the records show.” Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax
Schemes at 25.
7.

In the story of the Trump family’s tax fraud activities, as told by the New York

Times, and its internecine purloining of funds from its own family members, as told in the Mary
L. Trump Action, no one has spoken for the tenants of Trump family apartments, the bedrock of
the Trump family fortune. That “fortune” however, was built on the rent monies paid by the Trump
family tenants by the thousands; tenants who we have now come to learn were defrauded and had
that money stolen out of their pockets. To the extent that the rents of such apartments today were
built upon the fraud of years past, the fraud continues unabated. This action now seeks redress for
that theft.

4
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NATURE OF THE ACTION
8.

This is a class action brought by Plaintiff ISHMAIL DIMSON, individually and on

behalf of all others similarly situated, who were damaged and/or injured as a result of the
fraudulent, deceptive, negligent, careless, reckless, grossly negligent and/or otherwise unlawful
behavior of Defendants DONALD J. TRUMP, in his personal capacity, E. TRUMP & SON
COMPANY, MARYANNE TRUMP BARRY, ROBERT S. TRUMP, deceased, JOHN or JANE
DOE, the Executor of the Estate of ROBERT S. TRUMP, deceased, in his or her capacity as
Executor, JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, JOHN or JANE DOE, the Executor of the Estate of
JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, in his or her capacity as Executor, TRUMP ORGANIZATION
LLC, ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP., BEACH HAVEN
APARTMENTS

ASSOCIATES

LLC,

BRIAR

WYCK

APARTMENTS

LLC,

FONTAINEBLEAU TOWERS DEL LLC, GREEN PARK ESSEX APARTMENTS DEL LLC,
GRYMES HILL APARTMENTS LLC, LAWRENCE GARDENS APARTMENTS DEL LLC,
LAWRENCE TOWERS DEL LLC , NAUTILUS APARTMENTS DEL LLC, PARK BRIAR
OWNERS, INC., SHORE HAVEN APARTMENTS DEL LLC, SUSSEX APARTMENTS
ASSOCIATES DEL LLC, SUSSEX HALL INC., WESTMINSTER APARTMENTS LLC and
JOHN or JANE DOE 1-7 and XYZ CORPORATION 1-7 (collectively, “Defendants”), as set forth
herein.
9.

Defendants DONALD J. TRUMP, in his personal capacity, E. TRUMP & SON

COMPANY, MARYANNE TRUMP BARRY, ROBERT S. TRUMP, deceased, JOHN or JANE
DOE, the Executor of the ESTATE OF ROBERT S. TRUMP, in his or her capacity as Executor,
JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, JOHN or JANE DOE, the Executor of the Estate of JOHN W.
WALTER, deceased, in his or her capacity as Executor, TRUMP ORGANIZATION LLC,
BEACH HAVEN APARTMENTS ASSOCIATES LLC, BRIAR WYCK APARTMENTS LLC,
5
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FONTAINEBLEAU TOWERS DEL LLC, GREEN PARK ESSEX APARTMENTS DEL LLC,
GRYMES HILL APARTMENTS LLC, LAWRENCE GARDENS APARTMENTS DEL LLC,
LAWRENCE TOWERS DEL LLC, NAUTILUS APARTMENTS DEL LLC, PARK BRIAR
OWNERS, INC., SHORE HAVEN APARTMENTS DEL LLC, SUSSEX APARTMENTS
ASSOCIATES DEL LLC, SUSSEX HALL INC., WESTMINSTER APARTMENTS LLC and
JOHN or JANE DOE 1-7 and XYZ CORPORATION 1-7(collectively, “Owner Defendants”) are
owners of residential real estate in the City and State of New York.
10.

Defendant ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP.

(“All County”) was a domestic corporation that at all times herein mentioned allegedly
“purchased” appliances, boilers, fixtures and other assets deemed Individual Apartment
Improvements or Major Capital Improvements for apartments owned by the Owner Defendants
who pre-negotiated the prices, and in-turn, re-sold said items to the Owner Defendants at a much
higher cost.
11.

Plaintiff ISHMAIL DIMSON (“Plaintiff”) is a resident of Kings County, New York

and is, or at all time pertinent to this Complaint, was, a rent-stabilized tenant in an apartment
building owned by the Owner Defendants.
12.

Given the fraudulent, deceptive, negligent, careless, reckless, grossly negligent,

willful misconduct, or otherwise unlawful behavior of Defendants in a scheme to fraudulently,
unlawfully and improperly increase the regulated rent of rent-stabilized, rent controlled and/or rent
regulated apartments, including the apartments of Plaintiff and the Class herein, Plaintiff and the
Class were forced to pay increases in regulated rent in excess of what is statutorily permitted for
rent-stabilized, rent controlled and/or rent regulated apartments in the City of New York.

6
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Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of himself and other similarly situated tenants

that entered into rent regulated leases for apartments in residential buildings owned and operated
by the Owner Defendants and forced to pay increases in regulated rent due to the fraudulent,
unlawful and improper conduct of defendants. The subject residential buildings include, but are
not limited to:
a.

Beach Haven Apartments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

b.

Briar Wyck:
•

c.

557 Avenue Z, Brooklyn, NY 11223
621 Avenue Z, Brooklyn, NY 11233
675 Avenue Z, Brooklyn, NY 11233
9 Murdock Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
29 Murdock Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
49 Murdock Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
9 Nixon Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
49 Nixon Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2775 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2795 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2681 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2661 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2631 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2611 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2612 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2632 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2662 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2682 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2612 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2634 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2662 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2684 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233

86-25 Van Wyck Expressway, Jamaica, NY 11453

Coronet Hall:
•

172-70 Highland Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432
7
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d.

Fountainbleau:
•

e.

Green Park Essex:
•

f.

1230 Avenue Y, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Park Briar:
•

m.

2727 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Nautilus Hall:
•

l.

3310-3280 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229

Lincoln Shore:
•

k.

3301 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229
3315 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229
3323 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229

Lawrence Towers:
•

j.

164-20 Highland Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432

Lawrence Gardens:
•
•
•

i.

22 Arlo Road, Staten Island, NY 10301
42 Arlo Road, Staten Island, NY 10301

Highlander Hall:
•

h.

143-09 – 143-29 Barclay Avenue, Flushing, NY 11355

Grymes Hill:
•
•

g.

8855 Bay Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214

110-45 Queens Boulevard, Forest Hills, NY 11375

Saxony Hall:
•

87-15 165th Street, Jamaica, NY 11432
8
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n.

Shore Haven:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

o.

Sunnyside Towers:
•

p.

8831 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8841 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8851 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8861 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8869 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8871 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8891 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2040 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2044 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2049 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2050 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2070 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2072 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2074 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2076 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2034 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2036 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2038 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2044 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2056 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2058 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2064 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2074 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2076 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2078 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1483 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1485 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1487 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1489 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1491 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1493 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1535 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214

46-01 39th Avenue, Sunnyside, NY 11104

Sussex Hall:
9
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•
q.

Wedgewood Hall:
•

r.

166-05 Highland Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432

2580 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Wexford Hall:
•

405 Westminster Road, Brooklyn, NY 11218

The above buildings are hereinafter referred to as the “Trump Apartments.”
14.

Defendants are liable to Plaintiff and the Class for damages sustained as a result of

overcharging rent-stabilized, rent controlled and/or rent regulated tenants, including punitive
damages and treble damages together with prejudgment interest as provided for by law, under
theories of negligence, breach of contract, breach of express warranty, breach of implied warranty,
consumer fraud, fraudulent misrepresentation, fraudulent concealment, gross negligence and
unjust enrichment.
15.

In addition, Plaintiff and the Class seek an award of attorney fees pursuant to Real

Property Law (“RPL”) § 234, as well as costs and expenses in this litigation including reasonable
attorneys’ fees and expert fees pursuant to Rent Stabilization Law § 26-516(a)(4) and Rent
Stabilization Code § 2526.1(d).
PARTY PLAINTIFF
16.

Plaintiff is a citizen of the State of New York and currently resides at 537 Vandalia

Avenue, Apartment 2, Brooklyn, New York.
17.

Plaintiff previously resided as a rent-stabilized tenant at Beach Haven Apartments,

557 Avenue Z, Apartment 3D, Brooklyn, New York from approximately 1992 through 2010.

10
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Plaintiff’s regulated rent at Beach Haven Apartments was excessively increased

following purported improvements made to his residence.
PARTY DEFENDANTS
19.

Defendant DONALD J. TRUMP (“Donald Trump”), the incumbent President of

the United States of America, is sued here in his personal capacity for his acts and omissions prior
to assuming executive office.
20.

Upon information and belief, Donald Trump, is a shareholder, member and/or

partner, as well as managing agent of Trump Apartments.
21.

Upon information and belief, Donald Trump, is a co-owner, shareholder, member

and/or partner, as well as managing agent of All County.
22.

Upon information and belief, Defendant E. TRUMP & SON COMPANY, was a

domestic corporation with its principal place of business in New York, New York.
23.

Upon information and belief, E. TRUMP & SON COMPANY, was the

shareholder, member, and/or partner, as well as managing agent of buildings that make up Trump
Apartments.
24.

Upon information and belief, Defendant MARYANNE TRUMP BARRY

(“Maryanne Trump”), resides in the State of New York and is a shareholder, member and/or
partner, as well as managing agent of Trump Apartments.
25.

Upon information and belief, Maryanne Trump, is a co-owner, shareholder,

member and/or partner, as well as managing agent of All County.
26.

Upon information and belief, ROBERT S. TRUMP, deceased, was the brother of

Donald Trump; conducted business transactions for the Trump Organization; and was a

11
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shareholder, member, and/or partner, as well as managing agent, of buildings that make up Trump
Apartments.
27.

Upon information and belief, ROBERT S. TRUMP, deceased was a co-owner,

shareholder, member and/or partner, as well as managing agent of All County.
28.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE, the Executor of the

Estate of ROBERT S. TRUMP, deceased, in his or her capacity as Executor, is a shareholder,
member, and/or partner, as well as a managing agent, of buildings that make up Trump
Apartments.
29.

Upon information and belief, JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, was the cousin of

Donald Trump; conducted business transactions for the Trump Organization; and was a
shareholder, member, and/or partner, as well as managing agent, of buildings that make up Trump
Apartments.
30.

Upon information and belief, JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, was a shareholder,

member and/or partner, as well as managing agent of Trump Apartments.
31.

Upon information and belief, JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, was a co-owner,

shareholder, member and/or partner, as well as managing agent of All County.
32.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE, the Executor of the

Estate of JOHN W. WALTER, deceased, in his or her capacity as Executor, is a shareholder,
member, and/or partner, as well as a managing agent, of buildings that make up Trump
Apartments.
33.

Upon information and belief, Defendant TRUMP ORGANIZATION LLC is a

domestic corporation with its principal place of business in New York, New York.

12
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Upon information and belief, TRUMP ORGANIZATION LLC (“Trump

Organization”) is a shareholder, member, and/or partner, as well as a managing agent of Trump
Apartments.
35.

Upon information and belief, Trump Organization conducts and transacts business

in the City and State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
36.

Upon information and belief, All County, was a domestic corporation with its

principal place of business in New York, New York.
37.

Upon information and belief, All County was the shareholder, member, and/or

partner, as well as the managing agent of Trump Apartments.
38.

Upon information and belief, All County was allegedly the “purchasing agent” of

appliances, fixtures and other assets deemed Individual Apartment Improvements or Major Capital
Improvements sold to the Owner Defendants for Trump Apartments.
39.

Upon information and belief, All County engaged in furtherance and fraudulent

schemes implemented by Owner Defendants through Trump Apartments.
40.

Upon information and belief, Defendant BEACH HAVEN APARTMENTS

ASSOCIATES LLC (“Beach Haven Apartments”) is a single-purpose domestic entity.
41.

Upon information and belief, Beach Haven Apartments is the owner in fee of the

buildings located at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

557 Avenue Z, Brooklyn, NY 11223
621 Avenue Z, Brooklyn, NY 11233
675 Avenue Z, Brooklyn, NY 11233
9 Nixon Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
49 Nixon Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
9 Murdock Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
29 Murdock Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
49 Murdock Court, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2775 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11233
13
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
42.

2795 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2681 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2661 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2631 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2611 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2612 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2632 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2662 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2682 West 2nd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2612 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2634 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2662 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233
2684 West Street, Brooklyn, NY 11233

Upon information and belief, Beach Haven Apartments conducts business in the

City and State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
43.

Upon information and belief, Defendant BRIAR WYCK LLC (“Briar Wyck”) is a

single-purpose domestic entity.
44.

Upon information and belief, Briar Wyck is the owner in fee of the building(s)

located at 86-25 Van Wyck Expressway in Queens, New York.
45.

Upon information and belief, Briar Wyck conducts business in the City and State

of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
46.

Upon information and belief, Defendant FONTAINEBLEAU TOWERS DEL LLC

(“Fontainebleau Towers”) is a single-purpose foreign entity.
47.

Upon information and belief, Defendant Fontainebleau Towers is the owner in fee

of the building(s) located at 8855 Bay Parkway, Brooklyn, New York.
48.

Upon information and belief, Fontainebleau Towers conducts business in the City

and State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
49.

Upon information and belief, Defendant GREEN PARK ESSEX APARTMENTS

DEL LLC (“Green Park Essex”) is a single-purpose foreign entity.
14
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Upon information and belief, Green Park Essex is the owner in fee of the building(s)

located at 143-09 – 143-29 Barclay Avenue, Queens, New York.
51.

Upon information and belief, Green Park Essex conducts business in the City and

State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
52.

Upon information and belief, Defendant GRYMES HILL APARTMENTS LLC,

(“Grymes Hill”) is a single-purpose foreign entity.
53.

Upon information and belief, Grymes Hill is the owner in fee of the buildings

located at:
•
•
54.

22 Arlo Road, Staten Island, NY 10301
42 Arlo Road, Staten Island, NY 10301

Upon information and belief, Grymes Hill conducts business in the City and

State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
55.

Upon

information

and

belief,

Defendant

LAWRENCE

GARDENS

APARTMENTS DEL LLC (“Lawrence Gardens”) is a single-purpose foreign entity.
56.

Upon information and belief, Lawrence Gardens is the owner in fee of the

building(s) located at:
•
•
•
57.

3301 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229
3315 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229
3323 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229

Upon information and belief, Lawrence Gardens conducts business in the City

and State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
58.

Upon information and belief, Defendant LAWRENCE TOWERS DEL LLC

(“Lawrence Towers”) is a single-purpose foreign entity.
59.

Upon information and belief, Lawrence Towers is the owner in fee of the

building(s) located at 3310-3280 Nostrand Avenue in Brooklyn, New York.
15
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Upon information and belief, Lawrence Towers conducts business in the City and

State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
61.

Upon information and belief, Defendant Nautilus Apartments Del LLC is a

single-purpose entity.
62.

Upon information and belief, Defendant NAUTILUS APARTMENTS DEL LLC

(“Nautilus Apartments”) is the owner in fee of the building(s) located at 1230 Avenue Y,
Brooklyn, New York.
63.

Upon information and belief, Nautilus Apartments conducts and transacts business

in the City and State of New York.
64.

Upon information and belief, Defendant PARK BRIAR OWNERS, INC (“Park

Briar”) is a single-purpose domestic entity.
65.

Upon information and belief, Defendant Park Briar is the owner in fee of the

building(s) located at 110-45 Queens Boulevard, Queens, New York.
66.

Upon information and belief, Park Briar conducts business in the City and State of

New York.
67.

Defendant SHORE HAVEN APARTMENTS DEL LLC (“Shore Haven”) is a

single-purpose domestic entity.
68.

Defendant Shore Haven is the owner in fee of the building(s) located at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8831 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8841 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8851 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8861 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8869 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8871 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
8891 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2040 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
244 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
16
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
69.

2049 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2050 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2070 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2072 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2074 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2076 20th Lane, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2034 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2036 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2038 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2044 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2056 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2058 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2064 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2074 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2076 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
2078 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1483 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1485 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1487 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1489 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1491 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1493 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214
1535 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11214

Upon information and belief, Shore Haven conducts business in the City and State

of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
70.

Upon information and belief, Defendant SUSSEX APARTMENTS

ASSOCIATES DEL LLC (“Sussex Apartments”) is a single-purpose foreign entity.
71.

Upon information and belief, Sussex Apartments is the owner in fee of the

building(s) located at 166-05 Highland Avenue, Queens, New York.
72.

Upon information and belief, Sussex Apartments conducts business in the City

and State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
73.

Upon information and belief, Defendant SUSSEX HALL INC. (“Sussex Hall”) is

a single-purpose domestic entity
17
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Upon information and belief, Sussex Hall is the owner in fee of the building(s)

located at 166-05 Highland Avenue in Queens, New York.
75.

Upon information and belief, Sussex Hall conducts business in the City and State

of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
76.

Upon information and belief, Defendant WESTMINSTER APARTMENTS LLC

(“Westminster Apartments”) is a single-purpose domestic entity
77.

Upon information and belief, Westminster Apartments is the owner in fee of the

building(s) located at 405 Westminster Road in Brooklyn, New York.
78.

Upon information and belief, Westminster Apartments conducts business in the

City and State of New York and derives substantial revenue in the State of New York.
79.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE 1, true name being

unknown, is intended as a co-owner, shareholder, member, partner and/ or managing agent of a
building(s) located at Coronet Hall, 172-70 Highland Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432.
80.

Upon information and belief, Defendant XYZ CORPORATION 1 (“XYZ Corp.

1”), true name being unknown, is intended as a foreign or domestic business entity and owner in
fee of the building(s) located at Coronet Hall, 172-70 Highland Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432.
81.

Upon information and belief, XYZ Corp. 1 conducts business and derives

substantial revenue in the State of New York.
82.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE 2, true name being

unknown, is intended as a co-owner, shareholder, member, partner and/ or managing agent of a
building(s) located at Highlander Hall, 164-20 Highland Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432.
83.

Upon information and belief, Defendant XYZ CORPORATION 2 (“XYZ Corp.
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2”), true name being unknown, is intended as a foreign or domestic business entity and owner in
fee of the building(s) located at Highlander Hall, 164-20 Highland Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432.
84.

Upon information and belief, XYZ Corp. 2 conducts business and derives

substantial revenue in the State of New York.
85.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE 3, true name being

unknown, is intended as a co-owner, shareholder, member, partner and/or managing agent of a
building(s) located at Lincoln Shore, 727 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235.
86.

Upon information and belief, Defendant XYZ CORPORATION 3 (“XYZ Corp.

3”), true name being unknown, is intended as a foreign or domestic business entity and owner in
fee of the building(s) located at Lincoln Shore, 727 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235.
87.

Upon information and belief, XYZ Corp. 3 conducts business and derives

substantial revenue in the State of New York.
88.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE 4, true name being

unknown, is intended as a co-owner, shareholder, member, partner and/ or managing agent of a
building(s) located at Saxony Hall, 87-15 165th Street, Jamaica, NY 11432.
89.

Upon information and belief, Defendant XYZ CORPORATION 4 (“XYZ Corp.

4”), true name being unknown, is intended as a foreign or domestic business entity and owner in
fee of the building(s) located at Saxony Hall, 87-15 165th Street, Jamaica, NY 11432.
90.

Upon information and belief, XYZ Corp. 4 conducts business and derives

substantial revenue in the State of New York.
91.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE 5, true name being

unknown, is intended as a co-owner, shareholder, member, partner and/or managing agent of a
building(s) located at Sunnyside Towers, 46-01 39th Avenue, Sunnyside, NY 11104.
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Upon information and belief, Defendant XYZ CORPORATION 5 (“XYZ Corp.

5”), true name being unknown, is intended as a foreign or domestic business entity and owner in
fee of the building(s) located at Sunnyside Towers, 46-01 39th Avenue, Sunnyside, NY 11104.
93.

Upon information and belief, XYZ Corp. 5 conducts business and derives

substantial revenue in the State of New York.
94.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE 6, true name being

unknown, is intended as a co-owner, shareholder, member, partner and/or managing agent of a
building(s) located at Wedgewood Hall, 2580 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235
95.

Upon information and belief, Defendant XYZ CORPORATION 6 (“XYZ Corp.

5”), true name being unknown, is intended as a foreign or domestic business entity and owner in
fee of the building(s) located at Wedgewood Hall, 2580 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235
96.

Upon information and belief, XYZ Corp. 6 conducts business and derives

substantial revenue in the State of New York.
97.

Upon information and belief, Defendant JOHN or JANE DOE 7-100, true name

being unknown, is intended as a co-owner, shareholder, member, partner and/or managing agent
of a building(s) presently unknown but subject to the allegations asserted against Defendants
herein.
98.

Upon information and belief, Defendant XYZ CORPORATION 7-100 true name

being unknown, is intended as a foreign or domestic business entity and owner in fee of a
building(s) presently unknown but subject to the allegations asserted against Defendants herein.
99.

Upon information and belief, XYZ Corp. 7-100 conducts business and derives

substantial revenue in the State of New York.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND
100.

In 1969, New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal (“DHCR”)

issued and implemented the New York City Rent Stabilization Law (“RSL”), establishing the legal
framework for rent stabilization regulation in the City of New York.
101.

The New York City Rent Stabilization Code (“RSC”) is the codification of the laws

and procedures of the RSL.
102.

The RSL and RSC permit landlords to increase the regulated rent of rent-stabilized

apartments in the City of New York in accordance with annual increases, if any, when approved
by the Rent Guidelines Board (“RGB”).
103.

The RSL and RSC permit landlords to increase the regulated rent when an

apartment becomes vacant.
104.

The RSL and RSC also permit landlords to increase the regulated rent if the

landlord performs a Major Capital Improvement (“MCI”) approved by DHCR, and with notice to
the tenant(s), which is an improvement or installation that improves the overall condition of a
building subject to the rent stabilization laws, such as installation and/or replacement of boilers,
burners, plumbing, windows or masonry.
105.

The RSL and RSC further permit landlords to increase the regulated rent if the

landlord performs an Individual Apartment Improvement (“IAI”) subject to the rent stabilization
laws, which is an improvement, equipment installation, or increase in services, such as installation
of new cabinets, fixtures, alarms, carpeting and/or flooring, where none previously existed.
106.

With regards to IAI rent increases, the RSL and RSC permit landlords to increase

the legal regulated rent per month by 1/40 of the cost of the subject IAI, or 1/60 of the cost where
the building contains 36 apartments or more.
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Although DHCR is charged with enforcing the RSL and RSC, the agency has

historically operated on an “honor system,” whereby landlords merely report rent increases and
DHCR takes the landlord at its word that the increases are justified by actual performance of MCIs
and/or IAIs.
108.

Defendants, however, for years pursued a scheme designed to fraudulently inflate

the regulated rents of units in the Trump Apartments over and above legally permissible amounts
under the RSL and RSC.
109.

Upon information and belief, All County was created as a domestic corporation

with the New York State, Department of State, Division of Corporations, on August 13, 1992, and
designated the DOS ID # as 1658756. Annexed as Exhibit C is a copy of the New York State
Department of State, Division of Corporations, Entity Information pertaining to All County.
110.

Upon information and belief, Owner Defendants established All County as a

“sham” corporation for the sole purpose of padding and marking-up the cost of repairs and
improvements in properties owned and operated by the Owner Defendants, including the Trump
Apartments herein.
111.

The Chief Executive Officer of All County was John W. Walters – the nephew of

Fred Trump, Donald Trump’s father.
112.

All County had no corporate offices, and its sole registered address was the home

address of John W. Walters, located at 511 Manhasset Woods Road, Manhasset, New York.
113.

All County inserted itself between the Owner Defendants and suppliers of

appliances, fixtures, equipment and other items for apartment buildings, including the Trump
Apartments.
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All County made the aforementioned purchases at pre-negotiated prices, and then

issued padded invoices to the Owner Defendants, marking up the prices whereby Owner
Defendants pocketed the difference. Annexed as Exhibit D are copies of checks payable to All
County issued by Defendants Beach Haven, Briar Wyck, Fontainebleau, Green Park Essex,
Lawrence Gardens, Lawrence Towers, Nautilus Hall, Shore Haven and Wexford Hall totaling tens
of thousands of dollars, and up to several hundred thousand dollars. Annexed as Exhibit E is an
Invoice from All County, dated February 4, 1994, for the purchase and installation of two boilers
totaling approximately forty thousand dollars.
115.

Defendants’ objective was to claim higher purchasing costs by the Owner

Defendants for the materials and/or items so to reflect higher costs of MCIs and IAIs in rent
regulated apartments, which in turn permitted Owner Defendants to substantially increase the
regulated rent under the RSL and RSC.
116.

As the effective owners of All County, the Owner Defendants had the means of

acquiring materials and items for MCI and IAI related projects at a lower cost than what was
actually implemented and reported to the DHCR.
117.

As a result, the methods implemented by Owner Defendants successfully increased

the legal regulated rents of Plaintiff’s apartment and those of the Class in contrast to what the
appropriate increases would have been, if any at all.
118.

On October 2, 2018, the New York Times published an article titled, “Trump

Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as he Reaped Riches from His Father,” unveiling numerous
fraudulent business transactions between All County and members of the Trump family and/or
Trump Organization. Exhibit A. A subsequent article was published by the Times on or about
December 15, 2018, as well, annexed as Exhibit F.
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Soon after the New York Times articles were published, All County filed for

dissolution with the Department of State, and official dissolved as of December 31, 2018.
120.

On September 24, 2020, Mary L. Trump, Donald Trump’s niece, filed a Complaint

(“Mary L. Trump Complaint”) against Donald Trump in New York State Supreme Court, New
York County, alleging fraudulent business transactions conducted by All County with numerous
residential rental housing buildings owned and operated by the Trump Organization. Exhibit B.
121.

As tenants, Plaintiff and the Class, have reason to believe the Trump Organization

Defendants, in collusion with All County, never performed MCIs and/or IAIs in the amount
required to justify their current rent levels.
122.

The conditions of Plaintiff’s apartment and those of the Class, together with the

buildings they lived in, further justify the conclusion that MCIs and/or IAIs in the aforementioned
amounts were not performed.
CLASS ALLEGATIONS
123.

Plaintiff brings this action as a statewide class action pursuant to the provisions of

CPLR 901 on behalf of himself, individually, and a class of persons similarly situated. This action
satisfies the numerosity, commonality, typicality, adequacy, predominance and superiority
requirements of those provisions.
124.

The Plaintiff Class is defined as follows:
o

All current and former tenants of the Trump Apartments who resided
in rent regulated apartments at any time between 1992 and the present
date and paid rent in excess of the legal limit based on
misrepresentations by unlawful or fraudulent conduct of Defendants,
or any predecessor in interest, concerning the amount of the legal
regulated rent (the “Class”);

o

Collectively, all of these persons shall be referred to as “Plaintiffs” or
the “Plaintiff Class” or “Plaintiff Class Members.”
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Excluded from the Plaintiff Class are the Defendants herein, any entity in which

the Defendants have a controlling interest, and officers, directors and/or employees of the
Defendants, and the legal representatives, heirs, successors, and assignees of the Defendants,
and/or its officers, directors, and/or employees.
126.

Plaintiff and the Class bring this action for damages pursuant to CPLR 901.

127.

Plaintiff and the Class seek damages and recovery of economic losses and such

other relief as Plaintiff and the Class are entitled to, including treble damages and reasonable
attorneys’ fees and costs, together with such interest that the law allows.
128.

Plaintiff is a member of the Class he seeks to represent. The Class is so numerous

that the individual joinder of all its members, in this or any action, is impractical. The exact number
and identification of Class members are presently unknown to Plaintiff, but upon information and
belief the Class is believed to number in the thousands. There are at least 19,000 units that make
up the Trump Apartments. Given that tenants move into and out of the Trump Apartments, it is
reasonable to conclude that the number of claims far exceeds 19,000 individuals.
129.

Common questions of fact and law exist as to all members of the Class, which

predominate over any questions affecting only individual members of the Class, including:
a.

Whether the Defendants act or refuse to act on grounds generally applicable
to the Plaintiffs, the Class;

b.

Whether the Defendants have engaged in a fraudulent pattern, practice, or
policy of misrepresenting legal regulated rents;

c.

Whether the Defendants have engaged in a fraudulent pattern, practice, or
policy of misrepresenting tenants’ rent regulation status;
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d.

Whether Defendants have engaged in a fraudulent pattern, practice, or
policy of misrepresenting the amounts of MCIs and/or IAIs performed on
individual apartments;

e.

Whether Defendants have engaged in a fraudulent pattern, practice, or
policy of overcharging rent;

f.

Whether Defendants’ practices, acts, communications, and representations
constitute deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of business, trade, and
commerce, and/or in the furnishing of services in violation of GBL § 349;

g.

Whether Defendants’ practices, acts, and conduct violate the RSL and RSC;

h.

Whether All County Building Supply & Maintenance Corp. was created to
for the purposes of engaging in fraudulent transactions; and

i.
130.

To what extent Plaintiff and members of the Class are entitled to damages.

Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of the members of the Plaintiff Class in

that he, like all other members of the Class, sustained damages arising from Defendants’ scheme
to unlawfully and fraudulently increase regulated rent.
131.

Plaintiff is an adequate representative of the Plaintiff Class because he is a member

of the Plaintiff Class and his interests do not conflict with the interests of the members of the
Plaintiff Class he seeks to represent. Further, Plaintiff is represented by experienced and able
counsel who have litigated numerous other fraud, negligence, and mass tort class actions, and they
intend to prosecute this action vigorously for the benefit of the entire Plaintiff Class. Plaintiff and
his counsel will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the members of the Plaintiff Class.
132.

A class action is superior to other available methods for the efficient adjudication

of this litigation since individual litigation of Plaintiff Class members’ claim is impractical. It
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would be unduly burdensome to the courts in which individual litigation on the facts of thousands
of cases would proceed. Further, individual litigation presents a potential for inconsistent or
contradictory judgments. Individual litigation increases the delay and expense to all parties and
the courts in resolving the complex legal and factual issues of these cases, and has the potential for
inconsistent or contradictory judgments. By contrast, the class action device presents far fewer
management difficulties and provides the benefits of single adjudication, economies of scale, and
comprehensive supervision by a single court.
AS AND FOR THE
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(NEGLIGENCE & NEGLIGENCE PER SE)
133.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation in each of the

foregoing paragraphs inclusive and with the same force and effect as if more fully set forth
herein.
134.

Defendants had a duty to exercise reasonable care in the ownership, operation,

maintenance, control and management of the Trump Apartments.
135.

Defendants failed to exercise ordinary care and/or were otherwise negligent in their

ownership, operation, maintenance, control and management of the Trump Apartments in that they :
a.

Altered and misrepresented the legal regulated rent records provided to
tenants to justify charging higher rents;

b.

Unlawfully and fraudulently inflated and/or misrepresented the amount of
MCIs and/or IAIs that were completed;

c.

Used false information to increase rents in excess of the lawfully regulated
amount; and

d.

Were otherwise negligent, careless, reckless and/or fraudulent.
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Because Defendants failed to exercise ordinary care in the ownership, operation,

maintenance and control of the Trump Apartments, Defendants knew or should have known that
their customers would suffer unlawfully increased rent.
137.

Because Defendants unlawfully and fraudulently inflated and/or misrepresented the

amount of MCIs and/or IAIs that were completed, Defendants knew that their customers would
suffer unlawfully increased rent.
138.

Defendants violated statutes, ordinances, and rules and/or regulations concerning

the regulation of rent-stabilized apartment rent, including, but not limited to, RSL § 26-512,
Stabilization Provisions.
139.

Defendants’ actions, by violating statutes, ordinances and/or rules and regulations

constituted negligence per se.
140.

Defendants fraudulently inflated the cost of MCIs and/or IAIs to unduly increase

the regulated rent of Plaintiffs.
141.

Defendants illegally and willfully charged the plaintiffs a rent in excess of the legal

regulated rent.
142.

Defendants knew or should have known that tenants such as the Plaintiffs would

foreseeably suffer damages and/or injury as a result of their failure to exercise ordinary care, as set
forth herein.
143.

Defendants’ negligence was the proximate cause of the injuries, harm and

economic loss suffered by Plaintiffs.
144.

As a result of the foregoing acts and omissions, the Plaintiffs were caused to suffer

damages, including economic damages with interest.
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By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
AS AND FOR THE
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(BREACH OF CONTRACT)
146.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
147.

Plaintiffs entered into rent-stabilized lease agreements with Defendants as tenants

of the Trump Apartments.
148.

Plaintiffs performed all conditions, covenants, and promises required by them on

their part to be performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the lease agreements.
149.

Defendants expressly and/or impliedly promised Plaintiffs that they would provide

rent-stabilized housing and increase rent pursuant to the RSL and RSC.
150.

In return for this promise, Plaintiffs paid Defendants reasonably expecting that

Defendants would provide rent-stabilized housing in accordance with the dictates of the RSL and
RSC.
151.

Defendants breached their contracts with Plaintiffs by fraudulently increasing the

regulated rent.
152.

As a result of Defendants’ breach of contract, Plaintiffs were caused to suffer

damages, including economic damages with interest.
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By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

Class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
AS AND FOR THE
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTY)
154.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
155.

Defendants expressly warranted to Plaintiffs that they would provide rent regulated

housing and only increase rent in accordance with the RSL and RSC.
156.

Plaintiffs did rely on said express warranties of Defendants herein.

157.

Defendants knew or should have known that, in fact, said representations and

warranties were false, misleading and untrue in that they were overcharging Plaintiffs beyond rent
increases permissible under the RSL and RSC.
158.

Defendants herein breached the aforesaid express warranties by charging rent in

excess of the regulated amount.
159.

As a result of Defendants’ breach of said express warranty, Plaintiffs were caused

to suffer damages, including economic damages with interest.
160.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
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AS AND FOR THE
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES)
161.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
162.

At all times herein mentioned, Defendants held themselves out to be providers rent-

stabilized housing in the Trump Apartments.
163.

At all times herein mentioned, Defendants held themselves out as responsible for

the ownership, operation, maintenance, control and management of the Trump Apartments.
164.

Defendants impliedly represented and warranted to Plaintiffs that they would

provide rent-stabilized housing in the Trump Apartments and only increase regulated rent in
accordance with the RSL and RSC.
165.

That said representations and warranties aforementioned were false, misleading,

and inaccurate in that Defendants were actually charging rent in excess of the regulated amount.
166.

Plaintiffs relied on said implied representations and/or warranties.

167.

Plaintiffs relied upon the skill and judgment of Defendants as to whether they would

charge regulated rent pursuant to the RSL and RSC.
168.

Defendants herein breached the aforesaid implied warranties by charging rent in

excess of the permissible amount under the RSL and RSC.
169.

As a result of Defendants’ breach of said express warranty, Plaintiffs were caused

to suffer damages, including economic damages with interest.
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170.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
AS AND FOR THE
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(VIOLATION OF NEW YORK GENERAL BUSINESS LAW §§ 349)
171.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
172.

Defendants engaged in consumer-oriented, commercial conduct by leasing rent-

stabilized apartments to Plaintiffs..
173.

Defendants misrepresented and/or omitted material information regarding the

lawful amount of regulated rent for each of the aforesaid apartments.
174.

Defendants’ misrepresentations and concealment of material facts constitute

unconscionable commercial practices, deception, fraud, false pretenses, misrepresentation, and/or
the knowing concealment, suppression, or omission of material facts with the intent that others
rely on such concealment, suppression, or omission in connection with undue increases in
regulated rent-stabilized apartment rent in violation of the New York General Business Law
(“GBL”) § 349.
175.

New York has enacted statutes to protect consumers from deceptive, fraudulent,

and unconscionable trade and business practices.
176.

Defendants violated these statutes by knowingly and falsely representing inflated

costs of purported MCIs and/or IAIs to fraudulently justify regulated rent increases.
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As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ violations of GBL § 349, Plaintiffs

suffered damages, for which they are entitled to compensatory damages, equitable and declaratory
relief, punitive damages, costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees.
178.

As a result of Defendants’ breach of said express warranty, Plaintiffs were caused

to suffer damages, including economic damages with interest.
179.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
AS AND FOR THE
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS
(FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION)
180.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
181.

Defendants falsely and fraudulently represented to Plaintiffs that they were

providing rent-stabilized housing and charging regulated rent in accordance with the RSL and
RSC.
182.

The representations made by Defendants were in fact false.

183.

When said representations were made by Defendants, they knew those representa-

tions to be false and they willfully, wantonly and recklessly disregarded whether the
representations were true.
184.

These representations were made by Defendants with the intent of defrauding and

deceiving the Plaintiffs , and were made with the intent of inducing the Plaintiffs to pay rent to
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them in excess of the lawful regulated amount, all of which evinced a callous, reckless, willful,
depraved indifference to the welfare of the Plaintiffs.
185.

At the time the aforesaid representations were made by the Defendants, Plaintiffs

were unaware of the falsity of said representations and reasonably believed them to be true.
186.

In reliance upon said representations, Plaintiffs were induced to and did enter into

contracts with and/or paid Defendants rent in excess of the lawful regulated amount for rentstabilized housing.
187.

Defendants knew and were aware or should have been aware that the amount of

rent charged was in excess of the permissible amount under the RSL and RSC, and that they could
not charge rent in excess of those statutory guidelines.
188.

Defendants knew or should have known that because of their charging rent in

excess of the regulated amount, Plaintiffs could be caused to suffer damages.
189.

Defendants acted fraudulently, wantonly and maliciously to the detriment of the

Plaintiffs.
190.

As a result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions, Plaintiffs were caused to suffer

damages, including economic damages with interest and punitive, exemplary and treble damages
as a result of Defendants’ actions.
191.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

Class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
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AS AND FOR THE
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT)
192.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
193.

At all times during the course of dealing between Defendants and Plaintiffs ,

Defendants misrepresented that they were charging rent according to the statutory guidelines of
the RSL and RSC.
194.

Defendants knew or were reckless in not knowing that its representations were

195.

In representations to Plaintiffs and/or the public at large, Defendants fraudulently

false.

concealed and intentionally omitted the following material information:
a.

They were inflating the cost of MCIs and/or IAIs;

b.

They were fraudulently reporting the inflated costs of MCIs and/or IAIs to
DHCR; and/or

c.

They were charging rent in excess of the statutory amount pursuant to the
RSL and RSC based on the fraudulently reported inflated costs of MCIs
and/or IAI to DHCR.

196.

Defendants were under a duty to disclose to Plaintiffs and/or the public at large the

lawful amount of regulated rent.
197.

Defendants had sole access to material facts concerning the actual cost of MCIs

and/or IAIs and the true correlating amount of regulated rent increases permissible under the RSL
and RSC.
35
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Defendants’ concealment and omissions of material facts was made purposefully,

intentionally, willfully, wantonly, and/or recklessly, to mislead Plaintiffs into reliance and
continued payment of unlawful amounts of regulated rent.
199.

Defendants knew that Plaintiffs had no way to determine the truth behind

Defendants’ concealment and omissions as set forth herein.
200.

Plaintiffs relied on facts revealed which negligently, fraudulently and/or

purposefully did not include facts that were concealed and/or omitted by Defendants.
201.

Had the true cost of associated MCIs and/or IAIs and correlating rent increases been

adequately disclosed, Plaintiffs would not have paid the unlawfully inflated rent increases charged
by Defendants.
202.

As a result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions, Plaintiffs were caused to suffer

damages, including economic damages with interest and punitive, exemplary, and treble damages
as a result of Defendants’ actions.
203.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
AS AND FOR THE
EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION)
204.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
205.

Defendants had a duty to represent to Plaintiffs that they were not charging

regulated rent in accordance with the statutory guidelines of the RSL and RSC.
36
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Defendants failed to exercise ordinary care and were grossly negligent in

representations they made to Plaintiffs regarding the amount of regulated rent.
207.

Defendants breached their duty in representing to Plaintiffs that they were charging

regulated rent in accordance with the RSL and RSC.
208.

Defendants knew and/or were aware or should have known that they were not

charging the lawful amount of regulated rent, and as a result caused damages to tenants such as
Plaintiffs.
209.

As a result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions, Plaintiffs were caused to suffer

damages, including economic damages with interest.
210.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

Class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
AS AND FOR THE
NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(GROSS NEGLIGENCE)
211.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of this Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
212.

Defendants were grossly negligent and engaged in wrongful misconduct, in

fraudulently increasing the regulated rent of rent-stabilized apartments
213.

Defendants failed to use even slight care, and/or engaged in conduct that was so

careless as to show a complete disregard for the rights and welfare of others, including Plaintiffs.
214.

Defendants intentionally acted and/or failed to act knowing that there conduct

would probably result in damages.
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Defendants acted in so reckless a manner and/or failed to act in circumstances

where an act was clearly required, so as to indicate disregard of the consequences of their action
or inaction.
216.

As a result of Defendants’ gross negligence, Plaintiffs were caused to suffer

damages, including economic damages with interest.
217.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

class for damages, both general and special, in an amount that exceeds the jurisdictional limits of all
lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
AS AND FOR THE
TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
AGAINST DEFENDANTS
(UNJUST ENRICHMENT)
218.

Plaintiffs repeat, reiterate and reallege each and every allegation of the Complaint

contained in each of the foregoing paragraphs inclusive, with the same force and effect as if more
fully set forth herein.
219.

As an intended and expected result of their conscious wrongdoing as set forth in

this Complaint, Defendants profited and benefited from rent payments that Plaintiffs made for
rent-stabilized housing.
220.

In exchange for the rent payments they made for rent-stabilized housing, Plaintiffs

expected that the amount of rent charged was pursuant to the statutory guidelines of the RSL and
RSC.
221.

Defendants voluntarily accepted and retained these rent payments with full

knowledge and awareness that, as a result of their wrongdoing, Plaintiffs were paying rent in
excess of the lawful regulated amount.
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Plaintiffs are entitled in equity to seek restitution of Defendants’ wrongful profits,

revenues and benefits to the extent and in the amount, deemed appropriate by the Court and such
other relief as the Court deems just and proper to remedy Defendants’ unjust enrichment.
223.

As a result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions, Plaintiffs were caused to suffer

damages, including economic damages with interest .
224.

By reason of the above, Plaintiff brings this action individually and on behalf of the

class for damages, both general and special, and attorney’s fees in an amount that exceeds the
jurisdictional limits of all lower courts which would otherwise have jurisdiction.
DEMAND FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of himself and all others similarly situated, prays for
judgment as requested above against Defendants and further pray for:
a. An order certifying this matter as a class action as requested herein and a
declaration that this action is a proper class action pursuant to CPLR 901,
establishing an appropriate class or classes and finding that Plaintiff and his
counsel are proper representatives of the Class;
b. An Order appointing the undersigned counsel as Class counsel;
c. Compensatory damages, and enhancement of damages Plaintiffs sustained as
a result of Defendants’ conduct as may be permitted under the relevant statutes,
such amount to be determined at trial, plus Plaintiffs’ costs in this suit, including
reasonable attorneys’ fees.
d. Awarding Plaintiff and the Class prejudgment interest on all damages;
e. Awarding Plaintiff and the Class other appropriate equitable relief;
f. Awarding Plaintiff and the Class attorney’s fees pursuant to RPL § 234;
g. Awarding Plaintiff and the Class their costs and expenses in this litigation,
including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expert fees pursuant to RSL § 26516(a)(4) and RSC § 2526.1(d);
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h. Awarding Plaintiff and the Class exemplary or punitive damages as provided
by law; and
i. Awarding Plaintiff and the Class all such other and further relief as may be just
and proper under the circumstances.

Dated:

New York, New York
October 2, 2020
Respectfully submitted,

PARKER WAICHMAN LLP
Yours, etc.
By: _______________________
Raymond C. Silverman
Jerrold S. Parker
PARKER WAICHMAN LLP
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
6 Harbor Park Drive
Port Washington, NY 11050
Phone: (516) 466-6500
Fax: (516) 466-6665
rsilverman@yourlawyer.com
jerry@yourlawyer.com
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The preident ha long old himelf a a elfmade illionaire, ut a
Time invetigation found that he received at leat $413 million in
toda’ dollar from hi father’ real etate empire, much of it
through tax dodge in the 1990.

 DAVID ARSTOW, SUSANN CRAIG
and RUSS UTTNR

Oct. 2, 2018

阅读简体中文版
閱讀繁體中文版
President Trump participated in dubious tax schemes during the 1990s,
including instances of outright fraud, that greatly increased the fortune he
received from his parents, an investigation by The New York Times has
found.
Mr. Trump won the presidency proclaiming himself a self-made billionaire,
and he has long insisted that his father, the legendary New York City
builder Fred C. Trump, provided almost no financial help.
But The Times’s investigation, based on a vast trove of confidential tax
returns and financial records, reveals that Mr. Trump received the
equivalent today of at least $413 million from his father’s real estate
empire, starting when he was a toddler and continuing to this day.
Much of this money came to Mr. Trump because he helped his parents
dodge taxes. He and his siblings set up a sham corporation to disguise
millions of dollars in gifts from their parents, records and interviews show.
Records indicate that Mr. Trump helped his father take improper tax
deductions worth millions more. He also helped formulate a strategy to
undervalue his parents’ real estate holdings by hundreds of millions of
dollars on tax returns, sharply reducing the tax bill when those properties
were transferred to him and his siblings.
These maneuvers met with little resistance from the Internal Revenue
Service, The Times found. The president’s parents, Fred and Mary Trump,
transferred well over $1 billion in wealth to their children, which could
have produced a tax bill of at least $550 million under the 55 percent tax
rate then imposed on gifts and inheritances.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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inner workings and immense profitability of his empire. They include
documents culled from public sources — mortgages and deeds, probate
records, financial disclosure reports, regulatory records and civil court files.
The investigation also draws on tens of thousands of pages of confidential
records — bank statements, financial audits, accounting ledgers, cash
disbursement reports, invoices and canceled checks. Most notably, the
documents include more than 200 tax returns from Fred Trump, his
companies and various Trump partnerships and trusts. While the records
do not include the president’s personal tax returns and reveal little about
his recent business dealings at home and abroad, dozens of corporate,
partnership and trust tax returns offer the first public accounting of the
income he received for decades from various family enterprises.
[11 takeaways from The Times’s investigation]
What emerges from this body of evidence is a financial biography of the
45th president fundamentally at odds with the story Mr. Trump has sold in
his books, his TV shows and his political life. In Mr. Trump’s version of
how he got rich, he was the master dealmaker who broke free of his father’s
“tiny” outer-borough operation and parlayed a single $1 million loan from
his father (“I had to pay him back with interest!”) into a $10 billion empire
that would slap the Trump name on hotels, high-rises, casinos, airlines and
golf courses the world over. In Mr. Trump’s version, it was always his guts
and gumption that overcame setbacks. Fred Trump was simply a
cheerleader.
“I built what I built myself,” Mr. Trump has said, a narrative that was long
amplified by often-credulous coverage from news organizations, including
The Times.
Certainly a handful of journalists and biographers, notably Wayne Barrett,
Gwenda Blair, David Cay Johnston and Timothy L. O’Brien, have
challenged this story, especially the claim of being worth $10 billion. They
described how Mr. Trump piggybacked off his father’s banking connections
to gain a foothold in Manhattan real estate. They poked holes in his go-to
talking point about the $1 million loan, citing evidence that he actually got
$14 million. They told how Fred Trump once helped his son make a bond
payment on an Atlantic City casino by buying $3.5 million in casino chips.
But The Times’s investigation of the Trump family’s finances is
unprecedented in scope and precision, offering the first comprehensive

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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look at the inherited fortune and tax dodges that guaranteed Donald J.
Trump a gilded life. The reporting makes clear that in every era of Mr.
Trump’s life, his finances were deeply intertwined with, and dependent on,
his father’s wealth.
By age 3, Mr. Trump was earning $200,000 a year in today’s dollars from
his father’s empire. He was a millionaire by age 8. By the time he was 17,
his father had given him part ownership of a 52-unit apartment building.
Soon after Mr. Trump graduated from college, he was receiving the
equivalent of $1 million a year from his father. The money increased with
the years, to more than $5 million annually in his 40s and 50s.

Fred Trump’s real estate empire was not just scores of apartment buildings.
It was also a mountain of cash, tens of millions of dollars in profits building
up inside his businesses, banking records show. In one six-year span, from
1988 through 1993, Fred Trump reported $109.7 million in total income,
now equivalent to $210.7 million. It was not unusual for tens of millions in
Treasury bills and certificates of deposit to flow through his personal bank
accounts each month.
Fred Trump was relentless and creative in finding ways to channel this
wealth to his children. He made Donald not just his salaried employee but
also his property manager, landlord, banker and consultant. He gave him
loan after loan, many never repaid. He provided money for his car, money
for his employees, money to buy stocks, money for his first Manhattan
offices and money to renovate those offices. He gave him three trust funds.
He gave him shares in multiple partnerships. He gave him $10,000
Christmas checks. He gave him laundry revenue from his buildings.
Much of his giving was structured to sidestep gift and inheritance taxes
using methods tax experts described to The Times as improper or possibly
illegal. Although Fred Trump became wealthy with help from federal
housing subsidies, he insisted that it was manifestly unfair for the
government to tax his fortune as it passed to his children. When he was in
his 80s and beginning to slide into dementia, evading gift and estate taxes
became a family affair, with Donald Trump playing a crucial role,
interviews and newly obtained documents show.
The line between legal tax avoidance and illegal tax evasion is often murky,
and it is constantly being stretched by inventive tax lawyers. There is no
shortage of clever tax avoidance tricks that have been blessed by either the
courts or the I.R.S. itself. The richest Americans almost never pay anything
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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close to full freight. But tax experts briefed on The Times’s findings said the
Trumps appeared to have done more than exploit legal loopholes. They said
the conduct described here represented a pattern of deception and
obfuscation, particularly about the value of Fred Trump’s real estate, that
repeatedly prevented the I.R.S. from taxing large transfers of wealth to his
children.
“The theme I see here through all of this is valuations: They play around
with valuations in extreme ways,” said Lee-Ford Tritt, a University of
Florida law professor and a leading expert in gift and estate tax law. “There
are dramatic fluctuations depending on their purpose.”
The manipulation of values to evade taxes was central to one of the most
important financial events in Donald Trump’s life. In an episode never
before revealed, Mr. Trump and his siblings gained ownership of most of
their father’s empire on Nov. 22, 1997, a year and a half before Fred
Trump’s death. Critical to the complex transaction was the value put on the
real estate. The lower its value, the lower the gift taxes. The Trumps dodged
hundreds of millions in gift taxes by submitting tax returns that grossly
undervalued the properties, claiming they were worth just $41.4 million.
The same set of buildings would be sold off over the next decade for more
than 16 times that amount.
The most overt fraud was All County Building Supply & Maintenance, a
company formed by the Trump family in 1992. All County’s ostensible
purpose was to be the purchasing agent for Fred Trump’s buildings, buying
everything from boilers to cleaning supplies. It did no such thing, records
and interviews show. Instead All County siphoned millions of dollars from
Fred Trump’s empire by simply marking up purchases already made by his
employees. Those millions, effectively untaxed gifts, then flowed to All
County’s owners — Donald Trump, his siblings and a cousin. Fred Trump
then used the padded All County receipts to justify bigger rent increases for
thousands of tenants.
After this article was published on Tuesday, a spokesman for the New York
State Department of Taxation and Finance said the agency was “reviewing
the allegations” and “vigorously pursuing all appropriate areas of
investigation.”
All told, The Times documented 295 streams of revenue that Fred Trump
created over five decades to enrich his son. In most cases his four other

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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children benefited equally. But over time, as Donald Trump careened from
one financial disaster to the next, his father found ways to give him
substantially more money, records show. Even so, in 1990, according to
previously secret depositions, Mr. Trump tried to have his father’s will
rewritten in a way that Fred Trump, alarmed and angered, feared could
result in his empire’s being used to bail out his son’s failing businesses.

Of course, the story of how Donald Trump got rich cannot be reduced to
handouts from his father. Before he became president, his singular
achievement was building the brand of Donald J. Trump, Self-Made
Billionaire, a brand so potent it generated hundreds of millions of dollars in
revenue through TV shows, books and licensing deals.
Constructing that image required more than Fred Trump’s money. Just as
important were his son’s preternatural marketing skills and always-beclosing competitive hustle. While Fred Trump helped finance the
accouterments of wealth, Donald Trump, master self-promoter, spun them
into a seductive narrative. Fred Trump’s money, for example, helped build
Trump Tower, the talisman of privilege that established his son as a major
player in New York. But Donald Trump recognized and exploited the iconic
power of Trump Tower as a primary stage for both “The Apprentice” and
his presidential campaign.
The biggest payday he ever got from his father came long after Fred
Trump’s death. It happened quietly, without the usual Trumpian news
conference, on May 4, 2004, when Mr. Trump and his siblings sold off the
empire their father had spent 70 years assembling with the dream that it
would never leave his family.
Donald Trump’s cut: $177.3 million, or $236.2 million in today’s dollars.

‘ONMAN UILDING SHOW’

arl experience, cultivated connection and a wave of federal houing uidie
helped Fred Trump la the foundation of hi on’ wealth.

Before he turned 20, Fred Trump had already built and sold his first home.
At age 35, he was building hundreds of houses a year in Brooklyn and
Queens. By 45, he was building some of the biggest apartment complexes in
the country.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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Aside from an astonishing work ethic — “Sleeping is a waste of time,” he
liked to say — the growth reflected his shrewd application of massproduction techniques. The Brooklyn Daily Eagle called him “the Henry
Ford of the home-building industry.” He would erect scaffolding a city
block long so his masons, sometimes working a second shift under
floodlights, could throw up a dozen rowhouses in a week. They sold for
about $115,000 in today’s dollars.

By 1940, American Builder magazine was taking notice, devoting a spread
to Fred Trump under the headline “Biggest One-Man Building Show.” The
article described a swaggering lone-wolf character who paid for everything
— wages, supplies, land — from a thick wad of cash he carried at all times,
and whose only help was a secretary answering the phone in an office
barely bigger than a parking space. “He is his own purchasing agent,
cashier, paymaster, building superintendent, construction engineer and
sales director,” the article said.
It wasn’t that simple. Fred Trump had also spent years ingratiating himself
with Brooklyn’s Democratic machine, giving money, doing favors and
making the sort of friends (like Abraham D. Beame, a future mayor) who
could make life easier for a developer. He had also assembled a phalanx of
plugged-in real estate lawyers, property appraisers and tax accountants
who protected his interests.
All these traits — deep experience, nimbleness, connections, a relentless
focus on the efficient construction of homes for the middle class —
positioned him perfectly to ride a growing wave of federal spending on
housing. The wave took shape with the New Deal, grew during the World
War II rush to build military housing and crested with the postwar
imperative to provide homes for returning G.I.s. Fred Trump would
become a millionaire many times over by making himself one of the
nation’s largest recipients of cheap government-backed building loans,
according to Gwenda Blair’s book “The Trumps: Three Generations of
Builders and a President.”
Those same loans became the wellspring of Donald Trump’s wealth. In the
late 1940s, Fred Trump obtained roughly $26 million in federal loans to
build two of his largest developments, Beach Haven Apartments, near
Coney Island, Brooklyn, and Shore Haven Apartments, a few miles away.
Then he set about making his children his landlords.
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As ground lease payments fattened his children’s trusts, Fred Trump
embarked on a far bigger transfer of wealth. Records obtained by The
Times reveal how he began to build or buy apartment buildings in Brooklyn
and Queens and then gradually, without public trace, transfer ownership to
his children through a web of partnerships and corporations. In all, Fred
Trump put up nearly $13 million in cash and mortgage debt to create a
mini-empire within his empire — eight buildings with 1,032 apartments —
that he would transfer to his children.
The handover began just before Donald Trump’s 16th birthday. On June 1,
1962, Fred Trump transferred a plot of land in Queens to a newly created
corporation. While he would be its president, his children would be its
owners, records show. Then he constructed a 52-unit building called Clyde
Hall.
It was easy money for the Trump children. Their father took care of
everything. He bought the land, built the apartments and obtained the
mortgages. His employees managed the building. The profits, meanwhile,
went to his children. By the early 1970s, Fred Trump would execute similar
transfers of the other seven buildings.
For Donald Trump, this meant a rapidly growing new source of income.
When he was in high school, his cut of the profits was about $17,000 a year
in today’s dollars. His share exceeded $300,000 a year soon after he
graduated from college.

How Fred Trump transferred 1,032 apartments to his children without
incurring hundreds of thousands of dollars in gift taxes is unclear. A review
of property records for the eight buildings turned up no evidence that his
children bought them outright. Financial records obtained by The Times
reveal only that all of the shares in the partnerships and corporations set up
to create the mini-empire shifted at some point from Fred Trump to his
children. Yet his tax returns show he paid no gift taxes on seven of the
buildings, and only a few thousand dollars on the eighth.
That building, Sunnyside Towers, a 158-unit property in Queens, illustrates
Fred Trump’s catch-me-if-you-can approach with the I.R.S., which had
repeatedly cited him for underpaying taxes in the 1950s and 1960s.
Sunnyside was bought for $2.5 million in 1968 by Midland Associates, a
partnership Fred Trump formed with his children for the transaction. In
15 percent of Midland
his 1969 tax return, he reported giving each child
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Associates. Based on the amount of cash put up to buy Sunnyside, the value
of this gift should have been $93,750. Instead, he declared a gift of only
$6,516.

Donald Trump went to work for his father after graduating from the
University of Pennsylvania in 1968. His father made him vice president of
dozens of companies. This was also the moment Fred Trump telegraphed
what had become painfully obvious to his family and employees: He did not
consider his eldest son, Fred Trump Jr., a viable heir apparent.
Fred Jr., seven and a half years older than Donald, had also worked for his
father after college. It did not go well, relatives and former employees said
in interviews. Fred Trump openly ridiculed him for being too nice, too soft,
too lazy, too fond of drink. He frowned on his interests in flying and music,
could not fathom why he cared so little for the family business. Donald,
witness to his father’s deepening disappointment, fashioned himself Fred
Jr.’s opposite — the brash tough guy with a killer instinct. His reward was
to inherit his father’s dynastic dreams.

Fred Trump began taking steps that enriched Donald alone, introducing
him to the charms of building with cheap government loans. In 1972, father
and son formed a partnership to build a high-rise for the elderly in East
Orange, N.J. Thanks to government subsidies, the partnership got a nearly
interest-free $7.8 million loan that covered 90 percent of construction
costs. Fred Trump paid the rest.
But his son received most of the financial benefits, records show. On top of
profit distributions and consulting fees, Donald Trump was paid to manage
the building, though Fred Trump’s employees handled day-to-day
management. He also pocketed what tenants paid to rent air-conditioners.
By 1975, Donald Trump’s take from the building was today’s equivalent of
nearly $305,000 a year.
Fred Trump also gave his son an extra boost through his investment, in the
early 1970s, in the sprawling Starrett City development in Brooklyn, the
largest federally subsidized housing project in the nation. The investment,
which promised to generate huge tax write-offs, was tailor-made for Fred
Trump; he would use Starrett City’s losses to avoid taxes on profits from his
empire.
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Fred Trump invested $5 million. A separate partnership established for his
children invested $1 million more, showering tax breaks on the Trump
children for decades to come. They helped Donald Trump avoid paying any
federal income taxes at all in 1978 and 1979. But Fred Trump also
deputized him to sell a sliver of his Starrett City shares, a sweetheart deal
that generated today’s equivalent of more than $1 million in “consulting
fees.”

The money from consulting and management fees, ground leases, the miniempire and his salary all combined to make Donald Trump indisputably
wealthy years before he sold his first Manhattan apartment. By 1975, when
he was 29, he had collected nearly $9 million in today’s dollars from his
father, The Times found.
Wealthy, yes. But a far cry from the image father and son craved for Donald
Trump.

T H  S I L  N T PA R T N  R

Fred Trump would pla a crucial role in uilding and carefull maintaining the
mth of Donald J. Trump, SelfMade illionaire.

“He is tall, lean and blond, with dazzling white teeth, and he looks ever so
much like Robert Redford. He rides around town in a chauffeured silver
Cadillac with his initials, DJT, on the plates. He dates slinky fashion
models, belongs to the most elegant clubs and, at only 30 years of age,
estimates that he is worth ‘more than $200 million.’”
So began a Nov. 1, 1976, article in The Times, one of the first major profiles
of Donald Trump and a cornerstone of decades of mythmaking about his
wealth. How could he claim to be worth more than $200 million when, as
he divulged years later to casino regulators, his 1976 taxable income was
$24,594? Donald Trump simply appropriated his father’s entire empire as
his own.
In the chauffeured Cadillac, Donald Trump took The Times’s reporter on a
tour of what he called his “jobs.” He told her about the Manhattan hotel he
planned to convert into a Grand Hyatt (his father guaranteed the
construction loan), and the Hudson River railroad yards he planned to
develop (the rights were purchased by his father’s company). He showed
her “our philanthropic endeavor,” the high-rise for the elderly in East
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Orange (bankrolled by his father), and an apartment complex on Staten
Island (owned by his father), and their “flagship,” Trump Village, in
Brooklyn (owned by his father), and finally Beach Haven Apartments
(owned by his father). Even the Cadillac was leased by his father.
“So far,” he boasted, “I’ve never made a bad deal.”
It was a spectacular con, right down to the priceless moment when Mr.
Trump confessed that he was “publicity shy.” By claiming his father’s
wealth as his own, Donald Trump transformed his place in the world. A
brash 30-year-old playboy worth more than $200 million proved
irresistible to New York City’s bankers, politicians and journalists.

Yet for all the spin about cutting his own path in Manhattan, Donald
Trump was increasingly dependent on his father. Weeks after The Times’s
profile ran, Fred Trump set up still more trusts for his children, seeding
each with today’s equivalent of $4.3 million. Even into the early 1980s,
when he was already proclaiming himself one of America’s richest men,
Donald Trump remained on his father’s payroll, drawing an annual salary
of $260,000 in today’s dollars.
Meanwhile, Fred Trump and his companies also began extending large
loans and lines of credit to Donald Trump. Those loans dwarfed what the
other Trumps got, the flow so constant at times that it was as if Donald
Trump had his own Money Store. Consider 1979, when he borrowed
$1.5 million in January, $65,000 in February, $122,000 in March,
$150,000 in April, $192,000 in May, $226,000 in June, $2.4 million in
July and $40,000 in August, according to records filed with New Jersey
casino regulators.
In theory, the money had to be repaid. In practice, records show, many of
the loans were more like gifts. Some were interest-free and had no
repayment schedule. Even when loans charged interest, Donald Trump
frequently skipped payments.
This previously unreported flood of loans highlights a clear pattern to Fred
Trump’s largess. When Donald Trump began expensive new projects, his
father increased his help. In the late 1970s, when Donald Trump was
converting the old Commodore Hotel into a Grand Hyatt, his father
stepped up with a spigot of loans. Fred Trump did the same with Trump
Tower in the early 1980s.
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In the mid-1980s, as Donald Trump made his first forays into Atlantic City,
Fred Trump devised a plan that sharply increased the flow of money to his
son.
The plan involved the mini-empire — the eight buildings Fred Trump had
transferred to his children. He converted seven of them into cooperatives,
and helped his children convert the eighth. That meant inviting tenants to
buy their apartments, generating a three-way windfall for Donald Trump
and his siblings: from selling units, from renting unsold units and from
collecting mortgage payments.

In 1982, Donald Trump made today’s equivalent of about $380,000 from
the eight buildings. As the conversions continued and Fred Trump’s
employees sold off more units, his son’s share of profits jumped, records
show. By 1987, with the conversions completed, his son was making today’s
equivalent of $4.5 million a year off the eight buildings.
Fred Trump made one other structural change to his empire that produced
a big new source of revenue for Donald Trump and his siblings. He made
them his bankers.
The Times could find no evidence that the Trump children had to come up
with money of their own to buy their father’s mortgages. Most were
purchased from Fred Trump’s banks by trusts and partnerships that he set
up and seeded with money.
Co-op sales, mortgage payments, ground leases — Fred Trump was a
master at finding ways to enrich his children in general and Donald Trump
in particular. Some ways were like slow-moving creeks. Others were
rushing streams. A few were geysers. But as the decades passed they all
joined into one mighty river of money. By 1990, The Times found, Fred
Trump, the ultimate silent partner, had quietly transferred today’s
equivalent of at least $46.2 million to his son.
Donald Trump took on a mien of invincibility. The stock market crashed in
1987 and the economy cratered. But he doubled down thanks in part to
Fred Trump’s banks, which eagerly extended credit to the young Trump
princeling. He bought the Plaza Hotel in 1988 for $407.5 million. He
bought the Eastern Airlines shuttle fleet in 1989 for $365 million and called
it Trump Shuttle. His newest casino, the Trump Taj Mahal, would need at
least $1 million a day just to cover its debt.
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The skeptics who questioned the wisdom of this debt-fueled spending spree
were drowned out by one magazine cover after another marveling at
someone so young taking such breathtaking risks. But whatever Donald
Trump was gambling, not for one second was he at risk of losing out on a
lifetime of frictionless, effortless wealth. Fred Trump had that bet covered.

T H  S A F  T Y N  T D  P LOYS

ailout, collateral, cah on hand — Fred Trump wa prepared, and wa not aout
to let ad et ink hi on.

As the 1980s ended, Donald Trump’s big bets began to go bust. Trump
Shuttle was failing to make loan payments within 15 months. The Plaza,
drowning in debt, was bankrupt in four years. His Atlantic City casinos,
also drowning in debt, tumbled one by one into bankruptcy.
What didn’t fail was the Trump safety net. Just as Donald Trump’s finances
were crumbling, family partnerships and companies dramatically increased
distributions to him and his siblings. Between 1989 and 1992, tax records
show, four entities created by Fred Trump to support his children paid
Donald Trump today’s equivalent of $8.3 million.
Fred Trump’s generosity also provided a crucial backstop when his son
pleaded with bankers in 1990 for an emergency line of credit. With so many
of his projects losing money, Donald Trump had few viable assets of his
own making to pledge as collateral. What has never been publicly known is
that he used his stakes in the mini-empire and the high-rise for the elderly
in East Orange as collateral to help secure a $65 million loan.
Tax records also reveal that at the peak of Mr. Trump’s financial distress,
his father extracted extraordinary sums from his empire. In 1990, Fred
Trump’s income
exploded to $49,638,928 — several times what he paid
himself in other years in that era.
Fred Trump, former employees say, detested taking unnecessary
distributions from his companies because he would have to pay income
taxes on them. So why would a penny-pinching, tax-hating 85-year-old in
the twilight of his career abruptly pull so much money out of his cherished
properties, incurring a tax bill of $12.2 million?
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The Times found no evidence that Fred Trump made any significant debt
payments or charitable donations. The frugality he brought to business
carried over to the rest of his life. According to ledgers of his personal
spending, he spent a grand total of $8,562 in 1991 and 1992 on travel and
entertainment. His extravagances, such as they were, consisted of buying
his wife the odd gift from Antonovich Furs or hosting family celebrations at
the Peter Luger Steak House in Brooklyn. His home on Midland Parkway in
Jamaica Estates, Queens, built with unfussy brick like so many of his
apartment buildings, had little to distinguish it from neighboring houses
beyond the white columns and crest framing the front door.
There are, however, indications that he wanted plenty of cash on hand to
bail out his son if need be.

Such was the case with the rescue mission at his son’s Trump’s Castle
casino. Donald Trump had wildly overspent on renovations, leaving the
property dangerously low on operating cash. Sure enough, neither Trump’s
Castle nor its owner had the necessary funds to make an $18.4 million bond
payment due in December 1990.
On Dec. 17, 1990, Fred Trump dispatched Howard Snyder, a trusted
bookkeeper, to Atlantic City with a $3.35 million check. Mr. Snyder bought
$3.35 million worth of casino chips and left without placing a bet.
Apparently, even this infusion wasn’t sufficient, because that same day
Fred Trump wrote a second check to Trump’s Castle, for $150,000, bank
records show.
With this ruse — it was an illegal $3.5 million loan under New Jersey
gaming laws, resulting in a $65,000 civil penalty — Donald Trump
narrowly avoided defaulting on his bonds.

 I R D S O F A F  AT H  R

oth the on and the father were mater of manipulating the value of their aet,
making them appear worth a lot or a little depending on their need.

As the chip episode demonstrated, father and son were of one mind about
rules and regulations, viewing them as annoyances to be finessed or, when
necessary, ignored. As described by family members and associates in
interviews and sworn testimony, theirs was an intimate, endless
confederacy sealed by blood, shared secrets and a Hobbesian view of what
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it took to dominate and win. They talked almost daily and saw each other
most weekends. Donald Trump sat at his father’s right hand at family meals
and participated in his father’s monthly strategy sessions with his closest
advisers. Fred Trump was a silent, watchful presence at many of Donald
Trump’s news conferences.
“I probably knew my father as well or better than anybody,” Donald Trump
said in a 2000 deposition.
They were both fluent in the language of half-truths and lies, interviews
and records show. They both delighted in transgressing without getting
caught. They were both wizards at manipulating the value of their assets,
making them appear worth a lot or a little depending on their needs.
Those talents came in handy when Fred Trump Jr. died, on Sept. 26, 1981,
at age 42 from complications of alcoholism, leaving a son and a daughter.
The executors of his estate were his father and his brother Donald.
Fred Trump Jr.’s largest asset was his stake in seven of the eight buildings
his father had transferred to his children. The Trumps would claim that
those properties were worth $90.4 million when they finished converting
them to cooperatives within a few years of his death. At that value, his stake
could have generated an estate tax bill of nearly $10 million.
But the tax return signed by Donald Trump and his father claimed that
Fred Trump Jr.’s estate owed just $737,861. This result was achieved by
lowballing all seven buildings. Instead of valuing them at $90.4 million,
Fred and Donald Trump submitted appraisals putting them at $13.2
million.
Emblematic of their audacity was Park Briar, a 150-unit building in
Queens. As it happened, 18 days before Fred Trump Jr.’s death, the Trump
siblings had submitted Park Briar’s co-op conversion plan, stating under
oath that the building was worth $17.1 million. Yet as Fred Trump Jr.’s
executors, Donald Trump and his father claimed on the tax return that
Park Briar was worth $2.9 million
when Fred Trump Jr. died.
This fantastical claim — that Park Briar should be taxed as if its value had
fallen 83 percent in 18 days — slid past the I.R.S. with barely a protest. An
auditor insisted the value should be increased by $100,000, to $3 million.
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During the 1980s, Donald Trump became notorious for leaking word that
he was taking positions in stocks, hinting of a possible takeover, and then
either selling on the run-up or trying to extract lucrative concessions from
the target company to make him go away. It was a form of stock
manipulation with an unsavory label: “greenmailing.” The Times unearthed
evidence that Mr. Trump enlisted his father as his greenmailing wingman.
On Jan. 26, 1989, Fred Trump bought 8,600 shares of Time Inc. for
$934,854, his tax returns show. Seven days later, Dan Dorfman, a financial
columnist known to be chatty with Donald Trump, broke the news that the
younger Trump had “taken a sizable stake” in Time. Sure enough, Time’s
shares jumped, allowing Fred Trump to make a $41,614 profit in two
weeks.
Later that year, Fred Trump bought $5 million worth of American Airlines
stock. Based on the share price — $81.74 — it appears he made the
purchase shortly before Mr. Dorfman reported that Donald Trump was
taking a stake in the company. Within weeks, the stock was over $100 a
share. Had Fred Trump sold then, he would have made a quick $1.3
million. But he didn’t, and the stock sank amid skepticism about his son’s
history of hyped takeover attempts that fizzled. Fred Trump sold his shares
for a $1.7 million loss in January 1990. A week later, Mr. Dorfman reported
that Donald Trump had sold, too.
With other family members, Fred Trump could be cantankerous and cruel,
according to sworn testimony by his relatives. “This is the stupidest thing I
ever heard of,” he’d snap when someone disappointed him. He was
different with his son Donald. He might chide him — “Finish this job before
you start that job,” he’d counsel — but more often, he looked for ways to
forgive and accommodate.
By 1987, for example, Donald Trump’s loan debt to his father had grown to
at least $11 million. Yet canceling the debt would have required Donald
Trump to pay millions in taxes on the amount forgiven. Father and son
found another solution, one never before disclosed, that appears to
constitute both an unreported multimillion-dollar gift and a potentially
illegal tax write-off.
In December 1987, records show, Fred Trump bought a 7.5 percent stake in
Trump Palace, a 55-story condominium building his son was erecting on
the Upper East Side of Manhattan. Most, if not all, of his investment, which
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By failing to tell the I.R.S. about his $15.49 million gift to his son, Fred
Trump evaded the 55 percent tax on gifts, saving about $8 million. At the
same time, he declared to the I.R.S. that Trump Palace was almost a
complete loss — that he had walked away from a $15.5 million investment
with just $10,000 to show for it.
Federal tax law prohibits deducting any loss from the sale of property
between members of the same family, because of the potential for abuse.
Yet Fred Trump appears to have done exactly that, dodging roughly $5
million more in income taxes.
The partnership between Fred and Donald Trump was not simply about the
pursuit of riches. At its heart lay a more ambitious project, executed to
perfection over decades — to create that origin story, the myth of Donald J.
Trump, Self-Made Billionaire.
Donald Trump built the foundation for the myth in the 1970s by
appropriating his father’s empire as his own. By the late 1980s, instead of
appropriating the empire, he was diminishing it. “It wasn’t a great
business, it was a good business,” he said, as if Fred Trump ran a chain of
laundromats. Yes, he told interviewers, his father was a wonderful mentor,
but given the limits of his business, the most he could manage was a $1
million loan, and even that had to be repaid with interest.
Through it all, Fred Trump played along. Never once did he publicly
question his son’s claim about the $1 million loan. “Everything he touches
seems to turn to gold,” he told The Times for that first profile in 1976. “He’s
gone way beyond me, absolutely,” he said when The Times profiled his son
again in 1983. But for all Fred Trump had done to build the myth of Donald
Trump, Self-Made Billionaire, there was, it turned out, one line he would
not allow his son to cross.

A F A M I LY R  C K O N I N G

Donald Trump tried to change hi ailing father’ will, prompting a acklah — ut
alo a recognition that plan had to e et in motion efore Fred Trump died.

Fred Trump had given careful thought to what would become of his empire
after he died, and had hired one of the nation’s top estate lawyers to draft
his will. But in December 1990, Donald Trump sent his father a document,
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drafted by one of his own lawyers, that sought to make significant changes
to that will.

Fred Trump, then 85, had never before set eyes on the document, 12 pages
of dense legalese. Nor had he authorized its preparation. Nor had he met
the lawyer who drafted it.
Yet his son sent instructions that he needed to sign it immediately.
What happened next was described years later in sworn depositions by
members of the Trump family during a dispute, later settled, over the
inheritance Fred Trump left to Fred Jr.’s children. These depositions,
obtained by The Times, reveal something startling: Fred Trump believed
that the document potentially put his life’s work at risk.
The document, known as a codicil,
did many things. It protected
Donald Trump’s portion of the inheritance from his creditors and from his
impending divorce settlement with his first wife, Ivana Trump. It
strengthened provisions in the existing will making him the sole executor of
his father’s estate. But more than any of the particulars, it was the entirety
of the codicil and its presentation as a fait accompli that alarmed Fred
Trump, the depositions show. He confided to family members that he
viewed the codicil as an attempt to go behind his back and give his son total
control over his affairs. He said he feared that it could let Donald Trump
denude his empire, even using it as collateral to rescue his failing
businesses. (It was, in fact, the very month of the $3.5 million casino
rescue.)
As close as they were — or perhaps because they were so close — Fred
Trump did not immediately confront his son. Instead he turned to his
daughter Maryanne Trump Barry, then a federal judge whom he often
consulted on legal matters. “This doesn’t pass the smell test,” he told her,
she recalled during her deposition. When Judge Barry read the codicil, she
reached the same conclusion. “Donald was in precarious financial straits by
his own admission,” she said, “and Dad was very concerned as a man who
worked hard for his money and never wanted any of it to leave the family.”
(In a brief telephone interview, Judge Barry declined to comment.)
Fred Trump took prompt action to thwart his son. He dispatched his
daughter to find new estate lawyers. One of them took notes on the
instructions she passed on from her father: “Protect assets from DJT,
Donald’s creditors.” The lawyers quickly drafted a new codicil stripping
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Donald Trump of sole control over his father’s estate. Fred Trump signed it
immediately.

Clumsy as it was, Donald Trump’s failed attempt to change his father’s will
brought a family reckoning about two related issues: Fred Trump’s
declining health and his reluctance to relinquish ownership of his empire.
Surgeons had removed a neck tumor a few years earlier, and he would soon
endure hip replacement surgery and be found to have mild senile dementia.
Yet for all the financial support he had lavished on his children, for all his
abhorrence of taxes, Fred Trump had stubbornly resisted his advisers’
recommendations to transfer ownership of his empire to the children to
minimize estate taxes.
With every passing year, the actuarial odds increased that Fred Trump
would die owning apartment buildings worth many hundreds of millions of
dollars, all of it exposed to the 55 percent estate tax. Just as exposed was
the mountain of cash he was sitting on. His buildings, well maintained and
carrying little debt, consistently produced millions of dollars a year in
profits. Even after he paid himself $109.7 million from 1988 through 1993,
his companies were holding $50 million in cash and investments, financial
records show. Tens of millions of dollars more passed each month through
a maze of personal accounts at Chase Manhattan Bank, Chemical Bank,
Manufacturers Hanover Trust, UBS, Bowery Savings and United Mizrahi,
an Israeli bank.
Simply put, without immediate action, Fred Trump’s heirs faced the
prospect of losing hundreds of millions of dollars to estate taxes.
Whatever their differences, the Trumps formulated a plan to avoid this fate.
How they did it is a story never before told.
It is also a story in which Donald Trump played a central role. He took the
lead in strategy sessions where the plan was devised with the consent and
participation of his father and his father’s closest advisers, people who
attended the meetings told The Times. Robert Trump, the youngest sibling
and the beta to Donald’s alpha, was given the task of overseeing day-to-day
details. After years of working for his brother, Robert Trump went to work
for his father in late 1991.
The Trumps’ plan, executed over the next decade, blended traditional
techniques — such as rewriting Fred Trump’s will to maximize tax
avoidance — with unorthodox strategies that tax experts told The Times
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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The self-dealing at the heart of this arrangement was best illustrated by
Robert Trump, whose father paid him a $500,000 annual salary. He
approved many of the payments Fred Trump’s empire made to All County;
he was also All County’s chief executive, as well as a co-owner.
As for
the work of All County — generating invoices — that fell to Mr. Walter, also
on Fred Trump’s payroll, along with a personal assistant Mr. Walter paid to
work on his side businesses.
Years later, in his deposition during the dispute over Fred Trump’s estate,
Robert Trump would say that All County actually saved Fred Trump money
by negotiating better deals. Given Fred Trump’s long experience expertly
squeezing better prices out of contractors, it was a surprising claim. It was
also not true.
The Times’s examination of thousands of pages of financial documents
from Fred Trump’s buildings shows that his costs shot up once All County
entered the picture.
Beach Haven Apartments illustrates how this happened: In 1991 and 1992,
Fred Trump bought 78 refrigerator-stove combinations for Beach Haven
from Long Island Appliance Wholesalers. The average price was $642.69.
But in 1993, when he began paying All County for refrigerator-stove
combinations, the price jumped by 46 percent. Likewise, the price he paid
for trash-compacting services at Beach Haven increased 64 percent.
Janitorial supplies went up more than 100 percent. Plumbing repairs and
supplies rose 122 percent. And on it went in building after building. The
more Fred Trump paid, the more All County made, which was precisely the
plan.
While All County systematically overcharged Fred Trump for thousands of
items, the job of negotiating with vendors fell, as it always had, to Fred
Trump and his staff.
Leon Eastmond can attest to this.
Mr. Eastmond is the owner of A. L. Eastmond & Sons, a Bronx company
that makes industrial boilers. In 1993, he and Fred Trump met at
Gargiulo’s, an old-school Italian restaurant in Coney Island that was one of
Fred Trump’s favorites, to hash out the price of 60 boilers. Fred Trump,
accompanied by his secretary and Robert Trump, drove a hard bargain.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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After negotiating a 10 percent discount, he made one last demand: “I had to
pay the tab,” Mr. Eastmond recalled with a chuckle.
There was no mention of All County. Mr. Eastmond first heard of the
company when its checks started rolling in. “I remember opening my mail
one day and out came a check for $100,000,” he recalled. “I didn’t
recognize the company. I didn’t know who the hell they were.”
But as All County paid Mr. Eastmond the price negotiated by Fred Trump,
its invoices to Fred Trump were padded by 20 to 25 percent, records
obtained by The Times show. This added hundreds of thousands of dollars
to the cost of the 60 boilers, money that then flowed through All County to
Fred Trump’s children without incurring any gift tax.
All County’s owners devised another ruse to profit off Mr. Eastmond’s
boilers. To win Fred Trump’s business, Mr. Eastmond had also agreed to
provide mobile boilers for Fred Trump’s buildings free of charge while new
boilers were being installed. Yet All County charged Fred Trump rent on
the same mobile boilers Mr. Eastmond was providing free, along with
hookup fees, disconnection fees, transportation fees and operating and
maintenance fees, records show. These charges siphoned hundreds of
thousands of dollars more from Fred Trump’s empire.
Mr. Walter, asked during a deposition why Fred Trump chose not to make
himself one of All County’s owners, replied, “He said because he would
have to pay a death tax on it.”

After being briefed on All County by The Times, Mr. Tritt, the University of
Florida law professor, said the Trumps’ use of the company was “highly
suspicious” and could constitute criminal tax fraud. “It certainly looks like a
disguised gift,” he said.
While All County was all upside for Donald Trump and his siblings, it had
an insidious downside for Fred Trump’s tenants.
As an owner of rent-stabilized buildings in New York, Fred Trump needed
state approval to raise rents beyond the annual increases set by a
government board. One way to justify a rent increase was to make a major
capital improvement. It did not take much to get approval; an invoice or
canceled check would do if the expense seemed reasonable.
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The Trumps used the padded All County invoices to justify higher rent
increases in Fred Trump’s rent-regulated buildings. Fred Trump, according
to Mr. Walter, saw All County as a way to have his cake and eat it, too. If he
used his “expert negotiating ability” to buy a $350 refrigerator for $200, he
could raise the rent based only on that $200, not on the $350 sticker price
“a normal person” would pay, Mr. Walter explained. All County was the
way around this problem. “You have to understand the thinking that went
behind this,” he said.
As Robert Trump acknowledged in his deposition, “The higher the markup
would be, the higher the rent that might be charged.”
State records show that after All County’s creation, the Trumps got
approval to raise rents on thousands of apartments by claiming more than
$30 million in major capital improvements. Tenants repeatedly protested
the increases, almost always to no avail, the records show.
One of the improvements most often cited by the Trumps: new boilers.
“All of this smells like a crime,” said Adam S. Kaufmann, a former chief of
investigations for the Manhattan district attorney’s office who is now a
partner at the law firm Lewis Baach Kaufmann Middlemiss. While the
statute of limitations has long since lapsed, Mr. Kaufmann said the
Trumps’ use of All County would have warranted investigation for
defrauding tenants, tax fraud and filing false documents.

Mr. Harder, the president’s lawyer, disputed The Times’s reporting:
“Should The Times state or imply that President Trump participated in
fraud, tax evasion or any other crime, it will be exposing itself to substantial
liability and damages for defamation.”
All County was not the only company the Trumps set up to drain cash from
Fred Trump’s empire. A lucrative income source for Fred Trump was the
management fees he charged his buildings. His primary management
The
company, Trump Management, earned $6.8 million in 1993 alone.
Trumps found a way to redirect those fees to the children, too.
On Jan. 21, 1994, they created a company called Apartment Management
Associates Inc., with a mailing address at Mr. Walter’s Manhasset home.
Two months later, records show, Apartment Management started collecting
fees that had previously gone to Trump Management.
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The only difference was that Donald Trump and his siblings owned
Apartment Management.

Between All County and Apartment Management, Fred Trump’s mountain
of cash was rapidly dwindling. By 1998, records show, All County and
Apartment Management were generating today’s equivalent of $2.2 million
a year for each of the Trump children.
Whatever income tax they owed on this money, it was considerably less
than the 55 percent tax Fred Trump would have owed had he simply given
each of them $2.2 million a year.
But these savings were trivial compared with those that would come when
Fred Trump transferred his empire — the actual bricks and mortar — to his
children.

TH ALCHMY OF VALU

The tranfer of mot of Fred Trump’ empire to hi children egan with a ‘friendl’
appraial and an incredile hrinking act.

In his 90th year, Fred Trump still showed up at work a few days a week,
ever dapper in suit and tie. But he had trouble remembering names — his
dementia was getting worse — and he could get confused. In May 1995,
with an unsteady hand, he signed documents granting Robert Trump
power of attorney
to act “in my name, place and stead.”
Six months later, on Nov. 22, the Trumps began transferring ownership of
most of Fred Trump’s empire. (A few properties were excluded.) The
instrument they used to do this was a special type of trust with a clunky
acronym only a tax lawyer could love: GRAT, short for grantor-retained
annuity trust.
GRATs are one of the tax code’s great gifts to the ultrawealthy. They let
dynastic families like the Trumps pass wealth from one generation to the
next — be it stocks, real estate, even art collections — without paying a
dime of estate taxes.
The details are numbingly complex, but the mechanics are straightforward.
For the Trumps, it meant putting half the properties to be transferred into
a GRAT in Fred Trump’s name and the other half into a GRAT in his wife’s
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name. Then Fred and Mary Trump gave their children roughly two-thirds
of the assets in their GRATs. The children bought the remaining third by
making annuity payments to their parents over the next two years. By Nov.
22, 1997, it was done; the Trump children owned nearly all of Fred Trump’s
empire free and clear of estate taxes.
As for gift taxes, the Trumps found a way around those, too.
The entire transaction turned on one number: the market value of Fred
Trump’s empire. This determined the amount of gift taxes Fred and Mary
Trump owed for the portion of the empire they gave to their children. It
also determined the amount of annuity payments their children owed for
the rest.
The I.R.S. recognizes that GRATs create powerful incentives to greatly
undervalue assets, especially when those assets are not publicly traded
stocks with transparent prices. Indeed, every $10 million reduction in the
valuation of Fred Trump’s empire would save the Trumps either $10
million in annuity payments or $5.5 million in gift taxes. This is why the
I.R.S. requires families taking advantage of GRATs to submit independent
appraisals and threatens penalties for those who lowball valuations.
In practice, though, gift tax returns get little scrutiny from the I.R.S. It is an
open secret among tax practitioners that evasion of gift taxes is rampant
and rarely prosecuted. Punishment, such as it is, usually consists of an
auditor’s requiring a tax payment closer to what should have been paid in
the first place. “GRATs are typically structured so that no tax is due, which
means the I.R.S. has reduced incentive to audit them,” said Mitchell Gans,
a professor of tax law at Hofstra University. “So if a gift is in fact
undervalued, it may very well go unnoticed.”
This appears to be precisely what the Trumps were counting on. The Times
found evidence that the Trumps dodged hundreds of millions of dollars in
gift taxes by submitting tax returns that grossly undervalued the real estate
assets they placed in Fred and Mary Trump’s GRATs.
According to Fred Trump’s 1995 gift tax return, obtained by The Times, the
Trumps claimed that properties including 25 apartment complexes with
6,988 apartments — and twice the floor space of the Empire State Building
— were worth just $41.4 million.
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The implausibility of this claim would be made plain in 2004, when banks
put a valuation of nearly $900 million on that same real estate.

The methods the Trumps used to pull off this incredible shrinking act were
hatched in the strategy sessions Donald Trump participated in during the
early 1990s, documents and interviews show. Their basic strategy had two
components: Get what is widely known as a “friendly” appraisal of the
empire’s worth, then drive that number even lower by changing the
ownership structure to make the empire look less valuable to the I.R.S.
A crucial step was finding a property appraiser attuned to their needs. As
anyone who has ever bought or sold a home knows, appraisers can arrive at
sharply different valuations depending on their methods and assumptions.
And like stock analysts, property appraisers have been known to massage
those methods and assumptions in ways that coincide with their clients’
interests.
The Trumps used Robert Von Ancken, a favorite of New York City’s big real
estate families. Over a 45-year career, Mr. Von Ancken has appraised many
of the city’s landmarks, including Rockefeller Center, the World Trade
Center, the Chrysler Building and the Empire State Building. Donald
Trump recruited him after Fred Trump Jr. died and the family needed
friendly appraisals to help shield the estate from taxes.
Mr. Von Ancken appraised the 25 apartment complexes and other
properties in the Trumps’ GRATs and concluded that their total value was
$93.9 million, tax records show.
To assess the accuracy of those valuations, The Times examined the prices
paid for comparable apartment buildings that sold within a year of Mr. Von
Ancken’s appraisals. A pattern quickly emerged. Again and again, buildings
in the same neighborhood as Trump buildings sold for two to four times as
much per square foot as Mr. Von Ancken’s appraisals, even when the
buildings were decades older, had fewer amenities and smaller apartments,
and were deemed less valuable by city property tax appraisers.
Mr. Von Ancken valued Argyle Hall, a six-story brick Trump building in
Brooklyn, at $9.04 per square foot. Six blocks away, another six-story brick
building, two decades older, had sold a few months earlier for nearly $30
per square foot. He valued Belcrest Hall, a Trump building in Queens, at
$8.57 per square foot. A few blocks away, another six-story brick building,
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four decades older with apartments a third smaller, sold for $25.18 per
square foot.

The pattern persisted with Fred Trump’s higher-end buildings. Mr. Von
Ancken appraised Lawrence Towers, a Trump building in Brooklyn with
spacious balcony apartments, at $24.54 per square foot. A few months
earlier, an apartment building abutting car repair shops a mile away, with
units 20 percent smaller, had sold for $48.23 per square foot.
The Times found even starker discrepancies when comparing the GRAT
appraisals against appraisals commissioned by the Trumps when they had
an incentive to show the highest possible valuations.
Such was the case with Patio Gardens, a complex of nearly 500 apartments
in Brooklyn.
Of all Fred Trump’s properties, Patio Gardens was one of the least
profitable, which may be why he decided to use it as a tax deduction. In
1992, he donated Patio Gardens to the National Kidney Foundation of New
York/New Jersey, one of the largest charitable donations he ever made. The
greater the value of Patio Gardens, the bigger his deduction. The appraisal
cited in Fred Trump’s 1992 tax return valued Patio Gardens at $34 million,
or $61.90 a square foot.
By contrast, Mr. Von Ancken’s GRAT appraisals found that the crown
jewels of Fred Trump’s empire, Beach Haven and Shore Haven, with five
times as many apartments as Patio Gardens, were together worth just $23
million, or $11.01 per square foot.
In an interview, Mr. Von Ancken said that because neither he nor The
Times had the working papers that described how he arrived at his
valuations, there was simply no way to evaluate the methodologies behind
his numbers. “There would be explanations within the appraisals to justify
all the values,” he said, adding, “Basically, when we prepare these things,
we feel that these are going to be presented to the Internal Revenue Service
for their review, and they better be right.”
Of all the GRAT appraisals Mr. Von Ancken did for the Trumps, the most
startling was for 886 rental apartments in two buildings at Trump Village, a
complex in Coney Island. Mr. Von Ancken claimed that they were worth
less than nothing — negative $5.9 million, to be exact. These were the same
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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886 units that city tax assessors valued that same year at $38.1 million, and
that a bank would value at $106.6 million in 2004.
It appears Mr. Von Ancken arrived at his negative valuation by departing
from the methodology that he has repeatedly testified is most appropriate
for properties like Trump Village, where past years’ profits are a poor gauge
of future value.

In 1992, the Trumps had removed the two Trump Village buildings from an
affordable housing program so they could raise rents and increase their
profits. But doing so cost them a property tax exemption, which
temporarily put the buildings in the red. The methodology described by Mr.
Von Ancken would have disregarded this blip into the red and valued the
buildings based on the higher rents the Trumps would be charging. Mr.
Von Ancken, however, appears to have based his valuation on the blip,
producing an appraisal that, taken at face value, meant Fred Trump would
have had to pay someone millions of dollars to take the property off his
hands.
Mr. Von Ancken told The Times that he did not recall which appraisal
method he used on the two Trump Village buildings. “I can only say that we
value the properties based on market information, and based on the
expected income and expenses of the building and what they would sell
for,” he said. As for the enormous gaps between his valuation and the 1995
city property tax appraisal and the 2004 bank valuation, he argued that
such comparisons were pointless. “I can’t say what happened afterwards,”
he said. “Maybe they increased the income tremendously.”

TH MINORITY OWNR

To further whittle the empire’ valuation, the famil created the appearance that
Fred Trump held onl 49.8 percent.

Armed with Mr. Von Ancken’s $93.9 million appraisal, the Trumps focused
on slashing even this valuation by changing the ownership structure of
Fred Trump’s empire.
The I.R.S. has long accepted the idea that ownership with control is more
valuable than ownership without control. Someone with a controlling
interest in a building can decide if and when the building is sold, how it is
marketed and what price to accept. However, since someone who owns,
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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say, 10 percent of a $100 million building lacks control over any of those
decisions, the I.R.S. will let him claim that his stake should be taxed as if it
were worth only $7 million or $8 million.

But Fred Trump had exercised total control over his empire for more than
seven decades. With rare exceptions, he owned 100 percent of his
buildings. So the Trumps set out to create the fiction that Fred Trump was
a minority owner. All it took was splitting the ownership structure of his
empire. Fred and Mary Trump each ended up with 49.8 percent of the
corporate entities that owned his buildings. The other 0.4 percent was split
among their four children.
Splitting ownership into minority interests is a widely used method of tax
avoidance. There is one circumstance, however, where it has at times been
found to be illegal. It involves what is known in tax law as the step
transaction doctrine — where it can be shown that the corporate
restructuring was part of a rapid sequence of seemingly separate
maneuvers actually conceived and executed to dodge taxes. A key issue,
according to tax experts, is timing — in the Trumps’ case, whether they split
up Fred Trump’s empire just before they set up the GRATs.
In all, the Trumps broke up 12 corporate entities to create the appearance
of minority ownership. The Times could not determine when five of the 12
companies were divided. But records reveal that the other seven were split
up just before the GRATs were established.
The pattern was clear. For decades, the companies had been owned solely
by Fred Trump, each operating a different apartment complex or shopping
center. In September 1995, the Trumps formed seven new limited liability
companies. Between Oct. 31 and Nov. 8, they transferred the deeds to the
seven properties into their respective L.L.C.’s. On Nov. 21, they recorded six
of the deed transfers in public property records. (The seventh was recorded
on Nov. 24.) And on Nov. 22, 49.8 percent of the shares in these seven
L.L.C.’s was transferred into Fred Trump’s GRAT and 49.8 percent into
Mary Trump’s GRAT.
That enabled the Trumps to slash Mr. Von Ancken’s valuation in a way that
was legally dubious. They claimed that Fred and Mary Trump’s status as
minority owners, plus the fact that a building couldn’t be sold as easily as a
share of stock, entitled them to lop 45 percent off Mr. Von Ancken’s $93.9
million valuation. This claim, combined with $18.3 million more in
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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standard deductions, completed the alchemy of turning real estate that
would soon be valued at nearly $900 million into $41.4 million.

According to tax experts, claiming a 45 percent discount was questionable
even back then, and far higher than the 20 to 30 percent discount the I.R.S.
would allow today.
As it happened, the Trumps’ GRATs did not completely elude I.R.S.
scrutiny. Documents obtained by The Times reveal that the I.R.S. audited
Fred Trump’s 1995 gift tax return
and concluded that Fred Trump and
his wife had significantly undervalued the assets being transferred through
their GRATs.
The I.R.S. determined that the Trumps’ assets were worth $57.1 million, 38
percent more than the couple had claimed. From the perspective of an
I.R.S. auditor, pulling in nearly $5 million in additional revenue could be
considered a good day’s work. For the Trumps, getting the I.R.S. to agree
that Fred Trump’s properties were worth only $57.1 million was a triumph.
“All estate matters were handled by licensed attorneys, licensed C.P.A.s and
licensed real estate appraisers who followed all laws and rules strictly,” Mr.
Harder, the president’s lawyer, said in his statement.
In the end, the transfer of the Trump empire cost Fred and Mary Trump
$20.5 million in gift taxes and their children $21 million in annuity
payments. That is hundreds of millions of dollars less than they would have
paid based on the empire’s market value, The Times found.
Better still for the Trump children, they did not have to pay out a penny of
their own. They simply used their father’s empire as collateral to secure a
line of credit from M&T Bank.
They used the line of credit to make the
$21 million in annuity payments, then used the revenue from their father’s
empire to repay the money they had borrowed.
On the day the Trump children finally took ownership of Fred Trump’s
empire, Donald Trump’s net worth instantly increased by many tens of
millions of dollars. And from then on, the profits from his father’s empire
would flow directly to him and his siblings. The next year, 1998, Donald
Trump’s share amounted to today’s equivalent of $9.6 million, The Times
found.
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This sudden influx of wealth came only weeks after he had published “The
Art of the Comeback.”

“I learned a lot about myself during these hard times,” he wrote. “I learned
about handling pressure. I was able to home in, buckle down, get back to
the basics, and make things work. I worked much harder, I focused, and I
got myself out of a box.”
Over 244 pages he did not mention that he was being handed nearly 25
percent of his father’s empire.

RMNANTS OF MPIR

After Fred Trump’ death, hi children ued familiar method to devalue what little
of hi life’ work wa till in hi name.

During Fred Trump’s final years, dementia stole most of his memories.
When family visited, there was one name he could reliably put to a face.
Donald.
On June 7, 1999, Fred Trump was admitted to Long Island Jewish Medical
Center, not far from the house in Jamaica Estates, for treatment of
pneumonia. He died there on June 25, at the age of 93.
Fifteen months later, Fred Trump’s executors — Donald, Maryanne and
Robert — filed his estate tax return. The return, obtained by The Times,
vividly illustrates the effectiveness of the tax strategies devised by the
Trumps in the early 1990s.
Fred Trump, one of the most prolific New York developers of his time,
owned just five apartment complexes, two small strip malls and a
scattering of co-ops in the city upon his death. The man who paid himself
$50 million in 1990 died with just $1.9 million in the bank. He owned not a
single stock, bond or Treasury bill. According to his estate tax return, his
most valuable asset was a $10.3 million I.O.U. from Donald Trump, money
his son appears to have borrowed the year before Fred Trump died.
The bulk of Fred Trump’s empire was nowhere to be found on his estate tax
return. And yet Donald Trump and his siblings were not done. Recycling
the legally dubious techniques they had mastered with the GRATs, they
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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dodged tens of millions of dollars in estate taxes on the remnants of empire
that Fred Trump still owned when he died, The Times found.

As with the GRATs, they obtained appraisals from Mr. Von Ancken that
grossly understated the actual market value of those remnants. And as with
the GRATs, they aggressively discounted Mr. Von Ancken’s appraisals. The
result: They claimed that the five apartment complexes and two strip malls
were worth $15 million. In 2004, records show, bankers would put a value
of $176.2 million on the exact same properties.
The most improbable of these valuations was for Tysens Park Apartments,
a complex of eight buildings with 1,019 units on Staten Island. On the
portion of the estate tax return where they were required to list Tysens
Park’s value, the Trumps simply left a blank space and claimed they owed
no estate taxes on it at all.
As with the Trump Village appraisal, the Trumps appear to have hidden key
facts from the I.R.S. Tysens Park, like Trump Village, had operated for
years under an affordable housing program that by law capped Fred
Trump’s profits. This cap drastically reduced the property’s market value.
Except for one thing: The Trumps had removed Tysens Park from the
affordable housing program the year before Fred Trump died, The Times
found. When Donald Trump and his siblings filed Fred Trump’s estate tax
return, there were no limits on their profits. In fact, they had already begun
raising rents.
As their father’s executors, Donald, Maryanne and Robert were legally
responsible for the accuracy of his estate tax return. They were obligated
not only to give the I.R.S. a complete accounting of the value of his estate’s
assets, but also to disclose all the taxable gifts he made during his lifetime,
including, for example, the $15.5 million Trump Palace gift to Donald
Trump and the millions of dollars he gave his children via All County’s
padded invoices.
“If they knew anything was wrong they could be in violation of tax law,” Mr.
Tritt, the University of Florida law professor, said. “They can’t just stick
their heads in the sand.”
In addition to drastically understating the value of apartment complexes
and shopping centers, Fred Trump’s estate tax return made no mention of
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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either Trump Palace or All County.

It wasn’t until after Fred Trump’s wife, Mary, died at 88 on Aug. 7, 2000,
that the I.R.S. completed its audit of their combined estates. The audit
concluded that their estates were worth $51.8 million, 23 percent more
than Donald Trump and his siblings had claimed.
That meant an additional $5.2 million in estate taxes. Even so, the Trumps’
tax bill was a fraction of what they would have owed had they reported the
market value of what Fred and Mary Trump owned at the time of their
deaths.
Mr. Harder, the president’s lawyer, defended the tax returns filed by the
Trumps. “The returns and tax positions that The Times now attacks were
examined in real time by the relevant taxing authorities,” he said. “The
taxing authorities requested a few minor adjustments, which were made,
and then fully approved all of the tax filings. These matters have now been
closed for more than a decade.”

A GOOD TIM TO SLL

Donald Trump, in financial troule again, pitched the idea of elling the till
profitale empire that hi father had wanted to keep in the famil.

In 2003, the Trump siblings gathered at Trump Tower for one of their
periodic updates on their inherited empire.
As always, Robert Trump drove into Manhattan with several of his
lieutenants. Donald Trump appeared with Allen H. Weisselberg, who had
worked for Fred Trump for two decades before becoming his son’s chief
financial officer. The sisters, Maryanne Trump Barry and Elizabeth Trump
Grau, were there as well.
The meeting followed the usual routine: a financial report, a rundown of
operational issues and then the real business — distributing profits to each
Trump. The task of handing out the checks fell to Steve Gurien, the
empire’s finance chief.
A moment later, Donald Trump abruptly changed the course of his family’s
history: He said it was a good time to sell.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donald-trump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html?module=inline
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Fred Trump’s empire, in fact, was continuing to produce healthy profits,
and selling contradicted his stated wish to keep his legacy in the family. But
Donald Trump insisted that the real estate market had peaked and that the
time was right, according to a person familiar with the meeting.
He was also, once again, in financial trouble. His Atlantic City casinos were
veering toward another bankruptcy. His creditors would soon threaten to
oust him unless he committed to invest $55 million of his own money.

Yet if Donald Trump’s sudden push to sell stunned the room, it met with no
apparent resistance from his siblings. He directed his brother to solicit
private bids, saying he wanted the sale handled quickly and quietly. Donald
Trump’s signature skill — drumming up publicity for the Trump brand —
would sit this one out.
Three potential bidders were given access to the finances of Fred Trump’s
empire — 37 apartment complexes and several shopping centers. Ruby
Schron, a major New York City landlord, quickly emerged as the favorite.
In December 2003, Mr. Schron called Donald Trump and they came to an
agreement; Mr. Schron paid $705.6 million for most of the empire, which
included paying off the Trumps’ mortgages. A few remaining properties
were sold to other buyers, bringing the total sales price to $737.9 million.
On May 4, 2004, the Trump children spent most of the day signing away
ownership of what their father had doggedly built over 70 years. The sale
received little news coverage, and an article in The Staten Island Advance
included the rarest of phrases: “Trump did not return a phone call seeking
comment.”
Even more extraordinary was this unreported fact: The banks financing Mr.
Schron’s purchase valued Fred Trump’s empire at nearly $1 billion. In
other words, Donald Trump, master dealmaker, sold his father’s empire for
hundreds of millions less than it was worth.
Within a year of the sale, Mr. Trump spent $149 million in cash on a rapid
series of transactions that bolstered his billionaire bona fides. In June 2004
he agreed to pay $73 million to buy out his partner in the planned Trump
International Hotel & Tower in Chicago. (“I’m just buying it with my own
cash,” he told reporters.) He paid $55 million in cash to make peace with
his casino creditors. Then he put up $21 million more in cash to help
finance his purchase of Maison de l’Amitié, a waterfront mansion in Palm
Beach, Fla., that he later sold to a Russian oligarch.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
MARY L. TRUMP,
Plaintiff,
v.

Index No. _____________

DONALD J. TRUMP, in his personal capacity,
MARYANNE TRUMP BARRY, and the executor
of the ESTATE OF ROBERT S. TRUMP, in his
or her capacity as executor,

COMPLAINT

Defendants.
Plaintiff Mary L. Trump (“Mary”), by and through her attorneys, alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.

For Donald J. Trump, his sister Maryanne, and their late brother Robert, fraud was

not just the family business—it was a way of life. Beginning in the 1980s, these siblings took
control of the New York City real estate empire that their father Fred Sr. had built, and exploited
it to enrich themselves at the expense of everyone around them. They concocted scheme after
scheme to cheat on their taxes, swindle their business partners, and jack up rents on their lowincome tenants.
2.

This case is brought by a victim closer to home—their niece Mary. Mary’s father,

and their brother, Fred Trump Jr., died in 1981 when Mary was just sixteen years old. Upon his
death, Mary inherited valuable minority interests in the family business. Donald, Maryanne, and
Robert committed to watch over her interests as fiduciaries. They lied. Rather than protect Mary’s
interests, they designed and carried out a complex scheme to siphon funds away from her interests,
conceal their grift, and deceive her about the true value of what she had inherited.
3.

When Mary’s grandfather Fred Sr. died in 1999, Donald, Maryanne, and Robert

moved to squeeze Mary out altogether. They threatened to bankrupt Mary’s interests and
terminated the health insurance that was keeping her nephew—an infant with cerebral palsy—
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alive. Then they presented her with a stack of fraudulent valuations and a so-called settlement
agreement, and forced her to sign. All told, they fleeced her of tens of millions of dollars or more.
4.

The fraud perpetrated by Donald, Maryanne, and Robert only began to come to

light following publication of an investigative report by the New York Times in October 2018. 1
But it began decades earlier, in secret, unbeknownst to Mary.
5.

In 1981, following the death of their father, teenage Mary and her brother Fred

Trump III (“Fred III,” and together with Mary, the “Minority Stakeholders”) each inherited various
minority interests in the Trump property empire. Neither Mary nor her brother had more than
cursory knowledge or understanding of the nature or value of those interests or the assets to which
they related. They had no involvement in how their interests were managed and did not participate
in the underlying business in any way. Instead, the Minority Stakeholders’ interests were
controlled by Defendants Donald J. Trump, Maryanne Trump Barry, and Robert Trump (together,
“Defendants”) and those loyal to them, who also controlled, managed, and operated the overall
business empire, and had near-exclusive access to information.
6.

More specifically, because Mary was a teenager at the time of her father’s death,

Irwin Durben was appointed to act as a trustee on Mary’s behalf. At the time, Durben was already
an old hand in Trumpworld. Durben had been Fred Sr.’s attorney since the 1950s; a fiduciary to
various Trump family trusts; a senior executive at various corporate entities associated with the
Trump property empire, which were managed and controlled by Defendants; and Donald’s
personal attorney. In short, he was irredeemably conflicted. Led primarily by Donald, Defendants
conspired with Durben and interfered with his discharge of his duties to Mary. As a result, on

1

See David Barstow, Susanne Craig & Russ Buettner, Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He Reaped Riches
From His Father, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 2, 2018, https://www nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/02/us/politics/donaldtrump-tax-schemes-fred-trump.html.
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information and belief, Durben deferred to Donald with respect to decision-making, favored
Defendants’ interests over Mary’s, and ultimately acquiesced in Defendants’ campaign to squeeze
her out of the family business entirely. (Durben passed away in 2016 with no obituary or publicity.)
7.

By the 1990s, Defendants were maneuvering to take control of Fred Sr.’s empire.

Fred Sr. was approaching his nineties. Gripped with Alzheimer’s dementia, Fred Sr. was
increasingly prone to bouts of confusion and memory loss and progressively less able to participate
in the management of the Trump family business. His decline presented Defendants with an
opportunity to position themselves to profit from his impending death. And while at first they
competed with one another—with palace intrigue reminiscent of the HBO series Succession—
ultimately Defendants worked together to consolidate their power and advance their own interests
at the expense of everyone else, including Mary.
8.

In 1991, Donald secretly approached Durben and enlisted him to draft a codicil to

Fred Sr.’s will that would have put Donald in complete control of Fred Sr.’s estate. Even though
he was chief counsel to Fred Sr., Durben agreed to do Donald’s bidding. When the codicil was
presented to Fred Sr. for his signature, in a moment of lucidity, Fred Sr. became suspicious and
rejected the codicil. But Maryanne finished the job, procuring a revised will that named the three
Defendants the executors of Fred Sr.’s estate (the “1991 Will”).
9.

Four years later, in 1995, Robert procured from Fred Sr. a sweeping power of

attorney giving Robert the power to act in Fred Sr.’s “name, place and stead.” While Robert already
exercised significant power in Fred Sr.’s empire, the power of attorney gave him explicit authority
over all aspects of Fred Sr.’s affairs and business, including “real estate transactions,” “banking
transactions,” “business operating transactions,” “estate transactions,” and “records, reports, and
statements.”
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Having secured the loyalty of Mary’s trustee and cemented control over Fred Sr.’s

business empire and forthcoming estate, Defendants conspired with each other and those loyal to
them to abuse their dominant position for their own benefit, breach the trust that had been placed
in them, and defraud Mary out of what was rightfully hers.
11.

More specifically, Defendants perpetrated three fraudulent schemes against Mary.

Each scheme was a fraud in itself, but they also built on one another. First, Defendants fraudulently
siphoned value from Mary’s interests to entities Defendants owned and controlled, while
disguising those transfers as legitimate business transactions (the “Grift”). Second, Defendants
fraudulently depressed the value of Mary’s interests, and the net income they generated, in part
through fraudulent appraisals and financial statements (the “Devaluing”). Third, following Fred
Sr.’s death, Defendants forced Mary to the negotiating table by threatening to bankrupt Mary’s
interests and by canceling the healthcare policy that was keeping Fred III’s infant son alive, and
once at the table Defendants presented Mary with a stack of fraudulent valuations and financial
statements, and a written agreement that itself memorialized their fraud, and obtained her signature
(the “Squeeze-Out”). Through each of these schemes, Defendants not only deliberately defrauded
Mary out of what was rightfully hers, they also kept her in the dark about it—until now.
12.

Part 1: Grift. Defendants used various methods to siphon millions of dollars from

Mary’s interests to their own, and to conceal those transfers as legitimate business transactions.
Take for example All County Building Supply & Maintenance (“All County”)—a sham
corporation Defendants set up in 1992. Put simply, All County inserted itself between Trump
companies that operated real estate interests like apartment buildings and the suppliers who
provided appliances and other items to apartments in those buildings. All County purchased the
items at pre-negotiated prices, and then issued padded invoices marking those prices way up to the
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Trump operating companies. Defendants pocketed the difference. Transaction by transaction,
money was siphoned from the Trump operating companies, which had other stakeholders like
Mary, and into Defendants’ accounts. All County was just one scam among many. (In addition, as
the New York Times reported, the All County scam was one of the ways Defendants avoided
inheritance taxes, and the marked-up invoices also helped the Trumps justify rent hikes on their
low-income tenants.)
13.

At the same time, Defendants paid themselves disguised cash distributions from

entities in which Mary had an interest in the form of exorbitant management fees, consulting fees,
and salaries. They used other management entities they operated, including Trump Management,
Inc. (“Trump Management”) and Apartment Management Associates Inc. (“Apartment
Management”), to levy the fees, lend them apparent legitimacy, and cover their tracks.
14.

Defendants also issued “loans” from companies in which Mary had an interest to

other entities that Defendants owned and controlled. In reality, those purported loans too were just
disguised cash distributions—unlike genuine loans, they included no terms of repayment, failed to
impose an obligation to pay interest, and/or charged preferential rates untethered from those that
would be negotiated in an arm’s-length transaction. Defendants engaged in various other
undisclosed and concealed self-dealing to Mary’s detriment.
15.

Part 2: Devaluing. As Defendants siphoned millions of dollars from Mary’s

interests, they also conspired to drive down the book value and net income of those interests. To
some extent this was inherent in the Grift—by siphoning value from Mary’s interests while
disguising the transfers as legitimate transactions, Defendants were already concealing and
understating the true value of the Mary’s interests. But that was not enough.
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Enter Robert Von Ancken. Von Ancken was a New York City real estate appraiser.

He had worked with Defendants for decades as what might charitably be called a “friendly”
appraiser: Rather than valuing an interest according to professional standards, he would inflate or
deflate the valuations, manipulating his methodologies and inputs, in accordance with the Trumps’
desires. Donald had first enlisted Von Ancken’s services as early as 1981 to avoid having to pay
taxes on his piece of Mary’s father’s estate. After Von Ancken proved his worth in undervaluing
family assets then, Defendants continued to conspire with Von Ancken and to use his fraudulent
appraisals to grossly understate the value of the Mary’s interests. Year after year, Mary was
provided, through Durben, with false and misleading financial statements based on Von Ancken’s
valuations. In so doing, Defendants fostered the impression that everything was okay, that they
were watching over her interests.
17.

By the time Fred Sr. died on June 25, 1999, Defendants had already siphoned

millions of dollars from Mary’s interests and further devalued her interests with false and
misleading valuations and financial statements. Because Mary’s interests were enormously
valuable, however, significant value yet remained. Indeed, even as late as 1999, Mary’s interests
included at least the following:
a. Over 1,729,250 square feet of prime real estate in Brooklyn, improved by
at least 58 apartment buildings. The land was divided between two
enormous developments: a forty-acre development known as Beach Haven,
in whose land Mary had a 10% interest, and a thirty-acre development
known as Shore Haven, in whose land Mary had a 5% interest (collectively,
the “Land Interests”). Mary’s brother had equal minority interests in Beach
Haven and Shore Haven, and Defendants collectively held the remainder.
Defendants also owned and controlled the entities that operated Beach
Haven and Shore Haven pursuant to long-term leases, but importantly,
Mary would receive a share in the valuable buildings on the land when they
reverted to her as a co-owner on the expiration of the leases.
b. A group of partnerships and entities known as the Midland Associates
Group (collectively, “Midland”), which the Trump family referred to as “the
mini-empire.” Midland held at least 357 unsold apartments units in
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cooperative buildings in Brooklyn and Queens, in addition to certain cash
reserves; 1.5% of a sprawling 153-acre complex of 46 buildings and 5,881
apartments in Brooklyn; approximately $10 million in receivables; and half
of the land leased to a McDonald’s franchise in Brooklyn. Mary had 10%
interest in Midland (the “Midland Interests”). Again Mary’s brother had
equal minority interests in Midland, and Defendants collectively held the
remainder.
Mary also had a trust that had been set up for her by her grandfather in 1976, and was a beneficiary
of her grandfather’s estate (collectively, the “Trust and Estate Interests,” and, together with the
Land Interests and the Midland Interests, “Mary’s Interests” or “Interests”).
18.

Part 3: The Squeeze Out. Fred Sr. died in June 1999. Although she had no

knowledge of Defendants’ fraudulent schemes at the time, she was concerned that Fred Sr. had not
been of sound mind when the 1991 Will was finalized.
19.

In a series of meetings between July and October 1999, Robert tried to force Mary

to consent to probate notwithstanding her concerns. At one meeting in October 1999, at the Drake
Hotel at 56th Street and Park Avenue in New York City, for example, Robert threatened that
Defendants would bankrupt Midland if Mary did not comply with their demands, stating that
Defendants would “leave you paying taxes on money you don’t have for the rest of your lives.”
20.

At first, Mary refused to give in, and on March 23, 2000, Mary and Fred III filed

objections to probate. At the recommendation of Durben, the Minority Stakeholders engaged John
Barnosky as their litigation counsel. At the time, Mary trusted Durben and had no idea that he was
colluding with Defendants in their campaign to squeeze her out. Throughout the litigation and
subsequent settlement discussions, whether because he had conflicted loyalties, or because he too
was duped by Defendants, Barnosky did not keep the Minority Stakeholders fully informed of
material information and ultimately pursued and facilitated a settlement without ensuring that his
client had complete and accurate information.
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After Mary filed objections to probate, Defendants ratcheted up the pressure. At

Maryanne’s suggestion, Defendants cut off the Minority Stakeholders’ health insurance. This was
an act of unfathomable cruelty. Fred III’s third child, William, had been born just hours after Fred
Sr.’s funeral. The child would later be diagnosed with cerebral palsy. At just one day old, William
started having seizures, and he remained in the neonatal intensive care unit for months afterward.
Even after William left intensive care, he required round-the-clock nursing care. More than once,
a seizure put him in a state of cardiac arrest so severe that he would not have survived without
CPR. Mary felt an unbreakable bond to her nephew William, and felt compelled to ensure his
health and safety.
22.

Everyone in the Trump family was provided medical insurance from birth by

Trump Management. Consistent with that longstanding family agreement and understanding,
when William had first fallen ill, Robert had promised Fred III that the family would take care of
everything. And Fred III depended on this insurance to pay for his newborn son’s crushing medical
expenses. When Defendants canceled that insurance in retaliation for the Minority Stakeholders’
objections to probate, Mary and Fred III were forced to commence a separate action against
Defendants to reinstate young William’s health insurance.
23.

As the pressure increased, and as attorneys’ fees mounted, Defendants exploited

the opportunity to squeeze Mary out of her Interests altogether. Defendants told her they would
not resolve any of their disputes unless she relinquished her Interests completely, including the
Midland Interests and the Land Interests, which had nothing to do with the litigation.
24.

During the discussions that followed, Defendants doubled down on their prior

fraudulent misrepresentations. Defendants provided Mary with estate accounting, financial
statements, and valuations riddled with deliberate falsehoods about Mary’s Interests. Defendants
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misrepresented the expenses and costs associated with Mary’s Interests, the net income they
generated, as well as their underlying value. Meanwhile, Defendants continued to misrepresent the
value of Fred Sr.’s estate in general—stating that it was cumulatively worth no more than thirty
million dollars.
25.

Of course, given their dominant ownership and management role, Defendants had

special knowledge with respect to the operation of the empire in which Mary had Interests, the
revenue it generated and its associated costs, and its underlying value. In other words, they knew
that all of their representations and omissions were materially false and misleading. That was the
whole point.
26.

In reliance on the false and misleading representations Defendants had provided,

grossly understated values were imputed separately to each of Mary’s Interests—both the Estate
Interests that were at issue in probate proceedings, and the Midland and Land Interests that
Defendants were separately demanding that Mary relinquish.
27.

In reliance on the same misrepresentations, documents were drawn up that, among

other things, purported to deprive Mary of her Interests at grossly fraudulent valuations (the
“Purported Agreements”). In reality, Mary’s Interests were worth tens of millions of dollars more
than what Defendants represented to her and what she received.
28.

The Purported Agreements set Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions in

stone. They expressly referred to, and incorporated by reference, decades of representations made
by Defendants, which the Minority Stakeholders relied on in entering the Purported Agreements.
Those documents both concluded and encapsulated the fraud.
29.

In the years that followed, Defendants continued to conceal their fraud and

misconduct, which began to come to light for the first time in October 2018.
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In short, Mary Trump was a teenager who inherited Interests of extraordinary value

upon the premature death of her father. Her aunt and uncles—who called Mary “honeybunch”—
promised to watch over her Interests for her benefit. Instead, they swindled her. They conspired
with her trustee, maneuvered to steal her money, and lied to her about it. And in the end, they
threatened her, put her infant nephew’s life at risk, and used their position of power to con her into
signing her Interests away. Mary comes to this Court to right these wrongs. By this action, she
asserts the following claims:
Count One.

Fraudulent misrepresentation;

Count Two. Fraudulent concealment;
Count Three. Fraudulent inducement;
Count Four. Negligent misrepresentation;
Count Five. Civil conspiracy to commit fraudulent misrepresentation and concealment;
Count Six.

Civil conspiracy to commit fraudulent inducement;

Count Seven. Breach of fiduciary duty; and
Count Eight. Aiding and abetting a breach of fiduciary duty.
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THE PARTIES
31.

Plaintiff Mary L. Trump is a clinical psychologist, businessperson, and author. She

is the granddaughter of Fred Sr., a property developer and landlord in New York’s outer boroughs.
More specifically, she is the daughter of Fred Sr.’s eldest son, Fred Jr., who died in 1981 at the
age of 42, when Mary was 16 years old. Mary is a resident of the State of New York.
32.

Defendant Donald J. Trump (“Donald”) was Fred Sr.’s fourth child and second son.

He is Mary’s uncle. He currently serves as the President of the United States, but he is sued here
only in his personal capacity arising from his acts and omissions between 1981 and 2001—15
years before he assumed that office. Together with his siblings Maryanne and Robert, Donald
served as co-executor of the Last Will and Testament of Fred C. Trump and of the Last Will and
Testament of Mary Anne Trump; trustee of the 1976 trust that Mary’s grandfather established on
her behalf; shareholder, officer, and director of numerous Trump family corporations, including
Apartment Management; co-owner of All County; partner in Midland; and co-owner of certain
land interests and the ground leases over those interests, including those at Beach Haven and Shore
Haven. He is a resident of the State of New York.
33.

Defendant Maryanne Trump Barry (“Maryanne”) was Fred Sr.’s first-born child.

She is Mary’s aunt. Together with her brothers Donald and Robert, Maryanne served as coexecutor of the Last Will and Testament of Fred C. Trump and of the Last Will and Testament of
Mary Anne Trump; trustee of the 1976 trust that Mary’s grandfather established on her behalf;
shareholder, officer, and director of numerous Trump family corporations, including Apartment
Management; co-owner of All County; partner in Midland; and co-owner of certain land interests
and the ground leases over those interests, including those at Beach Haven and Shore Haven. From
1999 to 2019, Maryanne served as a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. She
retired in April 2019, following an investigation into whether she violated rules of judicial conduct
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by participating in various fraudulent schemes revealed by the New York Times in October 2018. 2
Maryanne is a resident of the State of New York.
34.

The late Robert S. Trump (“Robert”) was Fred Sr.’s fifth child and third son. He

was Mary’s uncle. Robert was a New York businessperson and real estate developer who passed
away on August 15, 2020. Robert dedicated much of his life to the family business. Between 1980
and 1991, Robert worked as a vice president of The Trump Organization, which Donald headed.
In 1991, he transferred to his father’s business, Trump Management. Together with his siblings
Donald and Maryanne, Robert served as co-executor of the Last Will and Testament of Fred C.
Trump and of the Last Will and Testament of Mary Anne Trump; trustee of the 1976 trust that
Mary’s grandfather established on her behalf; shareholder, officer, and director of numerous
Trump family corporations, including Apartment Management; co-owner and Chief Executive of
All County; partner in Midland; and co-owner of certain land interests and the ground leases over
those interests, including those at Beach Haven and Shore Haven. Robert was a resident of the
State of New York. Robert passed away on August 15, 2020. Accordingly, Mary’s claims against
Robert herein are asserted against the yet-to-be-named executor of his estate.
JURY DEMAND
35.

Plaintiff Mary L. Trump hereby demands a trial by jury.
JURISDICTION & VENUE

36.

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to NY CPLR §§ 301 and 302.

37.

Venue is proper in this county pursuant to NY CPLR §§ 503 and 509.

2

Russ Buettner & Susanne Craig, Retiring as Judge, Trump’s Sister Ends Court Inquiry Into Her Role in Tax Dodges,
N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 10, 2019, https://www nytimes.com/2019/04/10/us/maryanne-trump-barry-misconductinquiry html.
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
I.
38.

MARY’S INTERESTS IN THE TRUMP EMPIRE
In 1927, Mary’s great-grandmother, Elizabeth Trump (“Elizabeth”), and her son,

Mary’s grandfather, Fred Sr., established E. Trump & Son, Inc. Together they constructed
hundreds of houses in Brooklyn and Queens.
39.

Elizabeth passed away on June 6, 1966, leaving certain interests to Mary’s father,

which later passed to Mary, including the Land Interests, as detailed further below.
40.

Following the death of his mother, Fred Sr. expanded the property empire, building

and managing a number of major real estate developments in New York City, including prominent
developments and apartment buildings in Queens and Brooklyn. Over the course of the next three
decades, he amassed a vast fortune.
41.

Fred Sr. had five children: Maryanne Trump Barry; Mary’s late father Fred Trump

Jr.; Elizabeth Trump Grau; Donald J. Trump; and Robert Trump, who passed away in August
2020.
42.

Mary’s father, Fred Jr., died in 1981 at the age of 42, when she was 16 years old.

Mary inherited certain interests from her father, including the Midland Interests, which were held
in trust on her behalf by Defendants and their co-conspirator Durben following her father’s death.
43.

Mary’s grandfather, Fred Sr., died on June 25, 1999. Mary was a beneficiary of his

estate and also the beneficiary of a trust he had established on her behalf. As a result, on his death,
she inherited and was due certain additional Estate and Trust Interests.
44.

Accordingly, following Fred Sr.’s death, Mary was the beneficial owner of three

categories of interests in the Trump property empire: (1) the Land Interests from her greatgrandmother; (2) the Midland Interests from her father; and (3) the Estate and Trust Interests from
her grandfather. Each of these sets of Interests was enormously valuable, as detailed below.
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A. The Land Interests: Beach Haven and Shore Haven
45.

On June 8, 1960, Mary’s great-grandmother Elizabeth executed a will providing

for the establishment of a trust in favor of her grandchildren, including Mary’s father Fred Jr.
Among other things, the fee interests in the land underlying Beach Haven and Shore Haven were
placed in the trust for the grandchildren, with the income from those interests flowing to Fred Sr.
during his life. Elizabeth Trump further directed that her son, Fred Sr., would be the measuring
life of that trust, but provided that Fred Jr.’s interests in the trust should be distributed to Mary and
Fred III if their father died before Fred Sr.
46.

Accordingly, pursuant to Elizabeth’s trust, upon the death of Fred Jr., Mary and her

brother inherited equal shares of their father’s fee interests in the land underlying Beach Haven
and Shore Haven. Mary’s share was 10% of the land underlying Beach Haven and 5% of the land
underlying Shore Haven. Mary’s brother had the same shares. And Defendants (together with their
sister Elizabeth Trump Grau) owned the remainder.
47.

Together, these were the crown jewels in the Trump family’s empire.

48.

Beach Haven was a complex in Coney Island, Brooklyn spanning over forty acres

improved with at least twenty-six buildings, in addition to various parcels of vacant land.
49.

Shore Haven was a complex in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn spanning more than thirty

acres improved by over thirty-two six-story buildings and a shopping center.
50.

Back in 1948, Elizabeth and Fred Sr. leased the land to entities controlled, operated,

and ultimately owned by Defendants. The ground lease was for a period of 99 years.
51.

A ground lease is an arrangement in which the lessee develops a piece of property

owned by the lessor, including by adding buildings and other improvements, during a lease period
(typically 99 years), after which all buildings and improvements revert to the lessor. Thus, the
lessor’s interest in a ground lease includes not just the cash streams paid by the lessee under the
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terms of the lease, but also, significantly, a reversion interest in the appreciated land as well as the
improvements that will transfer to the lessor at the end of the lease period. Here, Defendants
extensively developed and improved the land with the 58 buildings alleged above.
52.

As a minority owner of the land, Mary had an interest in the stream of payments to

be made by the lessees (at least following Fred Sr.’s death). Importantly, however, she also had a
reversion interest in the appreciated land itself and all of the buildings and improvements that had
been developed upon it, which would be returned to her at the end of the lease period.
53.

In the meantime, Defendants were on both sides of the lease—as majority lessors

of the land and as lessees, who operated the buildings. As alleged below, Defendants were
consistently, rampantly, dishonest with Mary about her interest and its extraordinary value.
B. The Midland Interests: the “Mini-Empire”
54.

Through her father Fred Jr.’s estate, Mary also inherited a combined 10% interest

in a group of partnerships and entities known as the Midland Associates Group, which the Trump
family referred to as “the mini-empire.” Mary’s interest in Midland was held in trust, with
Defendants’ co-conspirator Durben serving as trustee, and Mary knew very little about it.
55.

Midland was made up of four entities: Midland Associates, LLC; Park Briar

Associates, LLC (“Park Briar”); Highlander Hall, Inc.; and Coronet Hall, Inc. Each of these entities
owned certain sponsor corporations that themselves held, among other interests, unsold
cooperative shares in various apartment buildings. Mary held a 10% interest in each of the four
Midland entities.
56.

Among other valuable assets, Midland held interests relating to hundreds of

apartments in at least seven apartment buildings in Brooklyn and Queens that were converted by
Fred Sr. to cooperative ownership in the 1980s. Some of the apartments in these buildings were
sold to the cooperative, whereas others were unsold and rented out to tenants by Defendants.
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Thus, Midland generated revenue for Defendants and the Minority Stakeholders in

three principal ways: through the sales of sponsor apartments, through rentals of unsold units, and
through issuing loans. Mary’s interest in Midland entitled her to portions of each of these revenue
streams.
58.

In total, at the time of Fred Sr.’s death in 1999, Midland held at least the following

valuable entities and assets:
a. Lincoln Shore Apartments and Wedgewood Hall Property, each sponsors of
cooperative housing in Brooklyn, NY; holders of unsold shares relating to 60
apartment units and 40 apartment units, respectively; and lessors to various
tenants;
b. Highlander Hall, Park Briar Property, Sunnyside Towers, Coronet Hall, and
Saxony Hall Property, each sponsors of cooperative housing in Queens, NY;
holders of unsold shares relating to 54 apartment units, 59 apartment units,
54 apartment units, 62 apartment units, and 28 apartment units, respectively;
and lessors to various tenants;
c. A 1.4583% interest in Starrett City Associates, LP, which in turn held Spring
Creek Towers, a sprawling 153-acre complex of 46 buildings and 5,881
apartments in Brooklyn, NY. Starrett City was the largest federally subsidized
housing project in the nation and ultimately sold in 2018 for over $900 million;
d. A 50% interest in land leased to a McDonald’s Franchise at 606 Neptune
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11224;
e. $7,187,200 and $2,743,000 in mortgage and notes receivable, respectively; and
f. Various service contracts.
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As alleged below, Defendants diluted the value of the Midland Interests through

grift and self-dealing, depressed its book value and the net income it generated, and lied to Mary
about its worth.
C. The Trust and Estate Interests
60.

In 1976, Fred Sr. established irrevocable trusts then worth $400,000 for each of his

grandchildren, including Fred III and Mary.
61.

The designated trustees of that trust were Defendants and attorney Matthew J. Tosti

(followed by Defendants’ co-conspirator Durben as successor to Tosti on Tosti’s death).
62.
II.
63.

Finally, Mary was herself a beneficiary of Fred Sr.’s estate.
DEFENDANTS’ FIDUCIARY DUTIES TO MARY
Defendants and Durben controlled, operated, and dominated each of Mary’s

Interests alleged above, and accordingly owed her fiduciary duties to protect her Interests.
64.

First, Defendants were majority co-owners of Land Interests at Beach Haven and

Shore Haven, in which Mary had interests; majority partners, members, and owners in Midland,
in which Mary had an interest; trustees (together with Durben) of the irrevocable trust created by
Fred Sr., of which Mary was the beneficiary; and Co-Executors of the Last Will and Testament of
Fred Sr., of which Mary was a beneficiary. In each of these capacities, Defendants owed Mary a
fiduciary duty of undivided loyalty, including a duty to protect her Interests.
65.

In addition, Defendants’ co-conspirator Durben, whom the Defendants co-opted

and controlled, was a trustee of Mary’s Land Interests, Midland Interests, and her Trust Interests.
In each of these capacities, he too owed Mary a fiduciary duty of undivided loyalty.
66.

Second, and in addition, each of Mary’s Interests was part of the larger Trump-

family business. Defendants controlled and dominated the operation of that business, by virtue of
their roles in the following entities, from which Mary was excluded:
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a. as shareholders, officers, and directors of Apartment Management;
b. as shareholders, officers, and directors of Trump Management;
c. as co-owners and managers of All County, of which Robert Trump was also the
CEO;
d. as majority owners and operators of Beach Haven and Shore Haven; and
e. as majority owners and operators of Midland.
67.

Third, as alleged above, Maryanne prepared and procured Fred Sr.’s revised 1991

Will after Fred Sr. refused to sign a codicil drafted by Durben that would have put Donald in
control of Fred Sr.’s estate. Maryanne, along with Donald and Robert, appointed themselves coexecutors of the 1991 Will. In addition, as alleged above, Robert procured Fred Sr.’s power of
attorney in 1995, which enabled him to exercise powers over all aspects of Fred Sr.’s affairs and
businesses, including respecting Mary’s Interests.
III.

DEFENDANTS’ FRAUDULENT SCHEME
A. The Grift

68.

Between 1981 and 2001, Defendants siphoned millions of dollars from Mary’s

Interests into entities that Defendants controlled, while concealing those transfers as legitimate
business transactions.
69.

One example was All County, a scam first reported by The New York Times in

October 2018. All County was a sham corporation that Defendants set up in 1992—it was a shell
without any corporate offices. It existed for the purpose of secretly extracting funds and assets
from Trump family-owned properties and entities that had other stakeholders, including Midland,
and transferring those funds and assets to Defendants and those loyal to them.
70.

Before All County was established, Trump entities like Midland paid vendors

directly for maintenance, upkeep, and supplies on the Trump properties. Defendants set up All
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County and inserted it between the Trump entities and the vendors. All County paid vendors for
the same maintenance services and supplies, at the same rate. All County then issued padded
invoices to the Trump entities (including entities in which Mary had an interest) marking the
purchases way up. The owners of All County—Defendants and their cousin Walter—then
pocketed the difference.
71.

Defendants then prepared financial statements that disguised their grift as genuine

business expenses, and thereby hid them from Mary.
72.

All County and other similar schemes siphoned significant funds away from Mary’s

Midland Interests, as well as the Estate Interests.
73.

All County and schemes like it were not the only tool that Defendants used to

benefit themselves at the expense of Mary’s Interests. For example, as The New York Times
reported in October 2018, Defendants also used the management entities Trump Management and
Apartment Management, which they owned and of which they were each officers and directors, to
siphon additional value from Mary’s Interests, including Midland.
74.

Before 1994, buildings controlled by Defendants paid millions of dollars in

purported management fees, including consulting fees and salaries, via Trump Management—$6.8
million in 1993 alone. Beginning in January 1994, Apartment Management began charging and
collecting those fees.
75.

The management fees collected by Trump Management and later Apartment

Management were massively inflated and overstated. To a significant extent, therefore, the
“management” and “maintenance” fees paid did not accurately reflect the provision of services of
value. Indeed, as with All County, Trump Management and Apartment Management were just
another means by which Defendants carried out their grift and siphoned money from Mary’s
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Interests into their own accounts. Defendants paid themselves fraudulent “consulting” and
“management” fees through other entities as well.
76.

Defendants also issued “loans” to other entities that they controlled. These loans,

however, were simply another means by which Defendants diverted cash to benefit themselves:
unlike genuine loans, they included no repayment terms, they imposed no obligation to pay
interest, or they charged preferential rates far more favorable to the borrower than those that would
be negotiated at arms’-length. For example, in 1990, 1993, 1997, and 1998, Coronet Hall Property,
a division of Coronet Hall, Inc. (one of the Midland entities), was owed a total of $1,723,640 in
non-interest-bearing advances without definite terms as to repayment.
77.

Defendants were aware, at the time that they were using these entities to redirect

funds into their own pockets and disguise those transfers, and indeed Defendants fully intended,
that their actions were in fact transfers of value from Mary’s Interests to benefit themselves.
B. The Devaluing
78.

For years, Defendants repeatedly provided Mary, through her so-called trustee

Durben, with numerous financial statements to create the false impression that Defendants were
protecting her Interests. In fact, the opposite was true. Rather than presenting Mary with a fair and
honest account of her Interests, Defendants knowingly and fraudulently understated their true
value, including their book value and net income. Through manipulation, they also further drove
down the actual value of those Interests.
1. Defendants Obtained Lowball Appraisals
79.

Defendants also devalued Mary’s Interests by negotiating and procuring fraudulent

appraisals from their co-conspirator Von Ancken.
80.

As alleged above, Von Ancken was a purportedly independent but in fact “friendly”

appraiser who had performed favorable valuations for Defendants after Fred Jr.’s death. Pleased
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with the services that he had provided at that time, Defendants rehired Von Ancken to conduct
appraisals of Fred Sr.’s real estate holdings, including those relating to Mary’s Interests.
81.

As The New York Times reported in October 2018, rather than performing objective

valuations of the Trump family’s assets according to applicable professional standards, Von
Ancken inflated or deflated valuations based on the purposes for which Defendants requested those
valuations.
82.

Von Ancken’s valuations fluctuated according to Defendants’ requested

specifications. For example, in 1992, when Fred Sr. decided to donate Patio Gardens, one of his
least profitable complexes, and take a charitable tax deduction, Von Ancken provided an inflated
assessment: $34 million, or $61.90 per square foot. By providing such an inflated appraisal, Von
Ancken boosted the tax deduction Fred Sr. claimed on his tax return.
83.

In sharp contrast, in 1995, Von Ancken priced Beach Haven and Shore Haven, in

which Mary had reversion interests, and which were much more lucrative and boasted five times
as many apartments as Patio Gardens, at a mere $24 million, or $11.01 per square foot. As of 2020,
the current assessed value of Beach Haven and Shore Haven, which is typically far lower than
actual fair market value, was over ten times that amount.
84.

Von Ancken’s false valuations were themselves based on another set of

misstatements: false and misleading data and other management information that Defendants had
provided to Von Ancken for use in his valuations.
85.

Recent court filings and public reporting have revealed that Donald in particular

knows full well how to improperly inflate or deflate the value of real estate assets to suit his
purposes. Indeed, in March 2019, the Office of New York State Attorney General opened a civil
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investigation to determine whether The Trump Organization and Donald improperly inflated the
value of Donald’s assets to secure loans and obtain economic and tax benefits. 3
86.

The New York Attorney General subpoenaed documents from The Trump

Organization to investigate wildly inflated valuations of several properties, including Seven
Springs, a parcel of real property in Westchester County, New York. In 1995, Seven Springs LLC,
a company controlled by The Trump Organization, purchased Seven Springs for $7.5 million.
Between 1996 and 2014, Donald made various efforts to develop Seven Springs as a golf course,
or to subdivide it for residential development. When those efforts all failed, Donald granted a
conservation easement over 158 acres of Seven Springs in order to exploit an income tax deduction
based on the purported lost development value of the property on account of his granting the
easement.
87.

In 2015, to maximize his claimed tax deduction, Donald obtained improperly

inflated valuations for his Seven Springs property. Even though Donald bought the property for
only $7.5 million and did not develop it, he claimed the property was suddenly worth $56.5 million
as of December 1, 2015 and that the “appraised fair market value” of the conservation easement
was $21.1 million on tax forms submitted to the IRS.
88.

Additionally, as the Washington Post reported in 2019, Donald routinely sent

lenders “Statements of Financial Condition” concerning his properties, debts, and alleged net
worth that “were deeply flawed” because they “overvalued” assets, “omitted properties that carried
big debts” and included “key numbers [that] were wrong.” 4 For example, according to the Post,
Donald’s 2011 financial statement claimed that he had 55 home lots to sell at a golf course in

3

New York v. The Trump Organization et al., Affirmation of Matthew Colangelo in Support of Motion to Compel
Compliance, No. 451685/2020 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., Aug. 24, 2020), 6-9.
4
David A. Fahrenthold & Jonathan O’Connell, How Donald Trump inflated his net worth to lenders and investors,
WASH. POST, Mar. 28, 2019, https://wapo.st/2DsxZyo.
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Southern California for at least $3 million each. According to city records, however, Donald in
fact had only 31 lots available to sell and claimed credit for 24 lots (and over $72 million in
expected revenue) that he did not actually have. Donald made similar misrepresentations about a
Virginia vineyard (overstating its size by 800 acres).
89.

In 2019, Michael Cohen, Donald’s former lawyer and “fixer”—who pleaded guilty

to various federal crimes in connection with his work for Donald, including tax evasion and making
false statements to a bank—named Donald and other Trump Organization executives as knowing
participants in a scheme to evade campaign finance restrictions by mischaracterizing the payments
as legal expenses on The Trump Organization’s books in 2016 and 2017. 5 Cohen also testified to
Congress that it was common for The Trump Organization to submit falsified financial records
when the company applied for loans. 6
90.

After the New York Times investigation in 2018, the Washington Post reported that

The Trump Organization had claimed, in 2012, that it had purchased certain outstanding debt
relating to the Trump International Hotel and Tower in Chicago. 7 The debt was listed on Trump
Organization books as a loan from one Trump Organization subsidiary to another. Despite
supposedly holding a multimillion-dollar loan, Donald listed the subsidiary that purchased the debt
as being “practically worthless” on his financial statements. There is no indication that The Trump
Organization treated the forgiven debt as taxable income, as required under tax law.

5

See Information, Dkt. 2, at 11-18 ¶¶ 24-42, United States v. Cohen, No. 18-cr-602 (WHP) (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 21, 2018);
see also Rebecca Ballhaus & Joe Palazzolo, Michael Cohen Details Allegations of Trump’s Role in Hush-Money
Scheme, WALL ST. J., Feb. 27, 2019, https://on.wsj.com/3fp2jap.
6
Hearing with Michael Cohen, Former Attorney to President Donald Trump: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on
Oversight and Reform, 116th Cong. 1 (Feb. 27, 2019).
7
David A. Fahrenthold & Jonathan O’Connell, After selling off his father’s properties, Trump embraced unorthodox
strategies to expand his empire, WASH. POST, Oct. 8, 2018, https://wapo.st/35iWaId.
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2. Defendants Cooked the Books
91.

Beginning at least as early as the late 1980s or early 1990s, Defendants and those

loyal to them knowingly and fraudulently understated the value of Mary’s Interests on various
financial statements, tax returns, and other documents. Defendants provided those documents to
Mary, through Durben, as purportedly authentic depictions of her Midland, Land, and Estate
Interests.
92.

As alleged above, some of the fraudulent misstatements related to All County and

similar schemes. For example, the 1992 and 1993 financial statements for Sunnyside Towers, a
division of one of the Midland entities, stated that Sunnyside “purchases equipment and supplies
from All County Building Supply & Maintenance, Co., Inc.” According to the financial statements,
in 1993 (the first year of All County’s existence), Sunnyside Towers claimed it purchased $7,992
of supplies from All County. On a sheet titled “Statements of Revenues and Expenses,” the
financial statements then listed “Repairs & maintenance-schedule” as an expense. The financial
statements contained “Supporting Schedules” that broke out the “Total repairs and maintenance
expenses” into specific categories, such as “Painting-apartments,” “Painting supplies,” “Janitorial
supplies,” “Repair materials,” and “Plumbing repairs & supplies.”
93.

Like the 1992 and 1993 financial statements, the 1997 and 1998 Sunnyside

financial statements again stated that Sunnyside “purchases equipment and supplies from All
County Building Supply & Maintenance, Co., Inc,” and contained “Statements of Revenues and
Expenses” that listed certain amounts for “Repairs & maintenance.”
94.

Each of these references to “repairs,” “maintenance,” and “supplies” in the financial

statements was a fraudulent misrepresentation. In fact, significant sums paid to All County were
not spent on “repairs” and “maintenance,” but were simply transfers to Defendants through padded
invoices issued by All County, in the manner alleged above.
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The financial statements for the other Midland properties—such as Coronet Hall

Property, Highlander Hall, Lincoln Shore Apartments, Park Briar Associates, L.L.C., Saxony Hall,
and Wedgewood—contained similar misstatements of “repair and maintenance” expenses that, in
material part, were not spent on repair and maintenance, but were transfers to line Defendants’
pockets.
96.

Defendants also created and provided Mary with schedules of cash disbursements

that contained numerous fraudulent transfers. The 1993 cash disbursements (the first year in which
All County was operational) listed various transfers to All County and specified the claimed
purposes for those transfers. For example, the 1993 Highlander Hall record of cash disbursements
showed a $224.09 payment to All County for “DISHWASH, STOVE, REFR, PARTS & REPA”
and two $504.22 and $664.77 payments to All County for “PLUMBING & HEATING REP. &
SUP.” Those claimed purposes were similarly fraudulent and concealed what were in material part
simply transfers of cash to Defendants.
97.

In addition, because the financial statements hid the transfers to Defendants and

fraudulently portrayed those transfers as “repairs,” “maintenance,” or “expenses,” the financial
statements fraudulently overstated the “expenses” and understated the “net income” on the
properties. This was because net income on the financial statements was calculated as revenues
less expenses. If Defendants had correctly identified those transfers on their financial statements,
rather than fraudulently disguising them as “expenses,” then the net income on the properties
would have been much higher.
98.

Those misstatements were material to Mary, as a substantial component of the value

of the properties was the net income and cash flow from the properties. By fraudulently overstating
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the Midland properties’ expenses and understating the Midland properties’ net income, Defendants
fraudulently understated the value of the Midland properties.
99.

Similarly, Defendants disguised their grift via Trump Management and Apartment

Management by labeling those transfers as “management,” “maintenance,” consulting fees, and
salaries, to make them appear to be genuine business transactions. Defendants’ use of those labels
made the financials misleading and further reduced the net profit generated by and book value of
Mary’s Interests.
100.

As alleged above, Defendants also fraudulently labeled certain transfers from the

Trump properties, including the Midland properties in which Mary had an interest, as payments
for “consulting” and “management” fees and salaries, despite those fees and salaries paying for
services of little or no value.
101.

For example, Donald was a salaried employee, property manager, landlord, banker,

and consultant to the Trump property empire. Donald was also responsible for selling certain
Starrett City shares, which resulted in today’s equivalent of $1 million in “consulting fees.” By
charging the Trump properties these fees, Defendants not only siphoned value from Mary’s
Interests, but also overstated the expenses of these properties, including the Midland properties in
which Mary had an interest, and thereby understated their profitability and true value.
102.

Similarly, as alleged above, Defendants disguised cash distributions as “loans.” But

unlike genuine loans they were non-interest-bearing advances without definite terms as to
repayment. By failing to charge appropriate rates of interest on loans, and make sure they were
paid back, Defendants reduced the net income generated by Mary’s Interests.
103.

Defendants also provided to Mary numerous financial statements, general ledgers,

and tax returns for 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993 for Beach Haven, Shore Haven, and various
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associated entities and divisions of those entities. Defendants provided these financial statements
to Mary as supposedly authentic depictions of the value of her Land Interests. On information and
belief, however, each of these financial statements and other financial documents contained similar
false representations of the value of Beach Haven and Shore Haven. In so doing, Defendants
thereby materially understated the value of the Mary’s reversion interest as well—i.e., the value
of the appreciated land and improvements that would be returned to her at the conclusion of the
lease period.
3. Defendants Ducked Sales
104.

Even beyond fraudulently understating the value of Mary’s Interests, Defendants

also conspired to drive down the true value of those Interests. For example, Defendants depressed
Midland’s book value by deliberately failing to sell certain cooperative units in which Midland
held shares.
105.

The Midland entities generated revenue in part through the sale of cooperative

apartments that they held as the sponsor of the cooperative (“sponsor units”). Defendants
artificially devalued the Midland assets by refusing to sell the sponsor units with respect to which
Midland held shares. Indeed, in 1998 and 1999 combined, only three units were sold. In 2000, the
Midland entities collectively still held 357 unsold sponsor units.
106.

Defendants’ reason was straightforward enough. Defendants had ascribed an

artificially low value to Midland. Selling sponsor units to buyers in an open market would have
generated sales price information, and thus would have created evidence that Defendants had
undervalued Midland. By refusing to sell the sponsor units, Defendants avoided creating a paper
trail.
107.

But by refusing to sell the sponsor units, Defendants also failed to generate

proceeds of sale in connection with the Midland units that they otherwise would have generated if
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the sponsor units had been sold. Those sales proceeds from apartment sales were part of the value
of the Midland assets and thus part of Mary’s Midland Interests. While some portion of the unsold
sponsor units were rented, Defendants’ siphoning efforts (alleged above) depleted the net income
generated for Mary by such rentals by artificially inflating the maintenance expenses charged to
them.
108.

In other words, by refusing to sell apartments and opting instead to rent them with

inflated expenses, Defendants intentionally drove down the book value of Mary’s Interests. And
by failing to generate transactional sales data, Defendants compounded their undervaluing of
Midland and carefully avoided putting Mary and others on notice that the Trump properties were
undervalued.
C. The Squeeze Out
109.

Fred Sr. passed away in June 1999. When Fred Sr. died, Mary had some concerns

about the 1991 Will. Although Mary did not have knowledge of Defendants’ fraud at the time (and
had no reason to know it), she believed that Fred Sr. had not been of sound mind when the will
was finalized.
110.

A few days after Fred Sr. died, Mary received a call from Robert. He had called to

convey a simple message on Defendants’ behalf: It was time for Mary to relinquish her Interests.
Over the next month or so, he hectored Mary with daily calls reiterating the same message: “Cash
in your chips, Honeybunch.”
111.

When Mary held out, Robert demanded to meet in person. They had a series of

meetings between July and October 1999 in which Robert tried to procure Mary’s consent to
probate and relinquish her Interests.
112.

In their final meeting that October, in the bar of the Drake Hotel at 56th Street and

Park Avenue in New York City, Robert made his most concrete and explicit threat. If Mary did
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not comply with their demands, including consenting to probate, Defendants would bankrupt
Midland and “leave you paying taxes on money you don’t have for the rest of your lives.”
113.

Nevertheless, Mary persisted. On March 23, 2000, Mary and Fred III filed

objections to probate, contesting the validity of the 1991 Will.
114.

As alleged above, the Minority Stakeholders engaged John Barnosky as their

litigation counsel, at the recommendation of Defendants’ co-conspirator Durben. At the time, Mary
trusted Durben and had no idea that he and Defendants were conspiring to defraud her and squeeze
her out. Whether because of conflicted loyalties or because he was duped by Defendants as well,
throughout the litigation and settlement discussions, Barnosky did not keep the Minority
Stakeholders fully informed of material information and pursued a settlement without ensuring
that he and his client had complete and accurate information.
115.

Defendants’ response to the objections filed by Mary and her brother was swift and

vicious. As alleged above, Fred III’s third child, William, had been born just hours after Fred Sr.’s
funeral. Forty-eight hours after baby William was born, he turned blue in his mother’s arms, his
body stiffening and shaking uncontrollably. It was the first of many devastating seizures to come.
116.

William spent months in neonatal intensive care, where the seizures and severe

illness continued. Brain scans, spinal taps, blood tests and visits to three hospitals followed. And
even after William left intensive care, he required round-the-clock nursing care. The experience
was harrowing, and the expenses were crushing.
117.

Like every member of the Trump family, William had health insurance from birth

through Trump Management. But when the Minority Stakeholders filed their objections to probate,
Defendants, acting at Maryanne’s suggestion, ripped that health insurance away and put the child’s
life at risk. In December 2000, Donald acknowledged that Defendants had terminated the infant’s
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medical coverage to retaliate against Mary and her brother, telling the New York Daily News:
“When [the Minority Stakeholders] sued us, we said: ‘Why should we give him medical
coverage?’” When asked whether he thought cutting their coverage could appear cold-hearted in
light of the baby’s medical condition, Donald dismissed the idea, remarking, “I can’t help that.” 8
118.

Mary was devastated by this act of retaliation against a newborn. She became

increasingly desperate, telling the press that “William is my father’s grandson. He is as much a
part of that family as anybody else. He desperately needs extra care.” William’s mother echoed
what the Minority Stakeholders were feeling: Defendants’ retaliation was “so shocking, so
disappointing and so vindictive.”
119.

As alleged above, Mary and Fred III started another action against Defendants to

reinstate the health insurance and protect young William. Barnosky’s fees piled up.
120.

As the pressure mounted, Defendants exploited the opportunity to squeeze Mary

out of her Interests altogether: they told the Mary that they would only settle the litigation if she
agreed to be bought out of her Interests altogether, including the Midland Interests and the Land
Interests, which were not even at stake in the litigation.
121.

In the discussions that followed, Defendants doubled down on their prior fraudulent

misrepresentations and compounded them.
1. Defendants Grossly Understated the Value of Mary’s Midland
Interests
122.

In a series of discussions concerning the value of Mary’s Midland Interests,

Defendants repeatedly and fraudulently understated their fair market value.

8

Inside Trumps’ Bitter Battle: Nephew’s Ailing Baby Caught in The Middle, N.Y. DAILY NEWS, Dec. 19, 2000,
https://www nydailynews.com/archives/news/trumps-bitter-battle-nephew-ailing-baby-caught-middle-article1.888562.
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To take one example, Defendants fraudulently understated the value of Starrett

City, an enormous Brooklyn housing development that later sold for nearly a billion dollars.
Specifically, on December 8, 2000, Patricia C. Marcin, one of Mary’s attorneys, requested certain
information from Stephen J. Schwartz, counsel for the Defendants, in connection with the probate
proceedings. Marcin asked Schwartz specifically for an appraisal of Fred Sr.’s “partnership interest
in [Starrett] City.”
124.

On December 8, 2000, Schwartz responded to Marcin, “Starrett City was valued at

a nominal amount based on information obtained from management.” This “nominal” valuation,
which was based solely “on information obtained from management,” was fraudulently
understated. Defendants, as “management,” made this misrepresentation, together with the false
and misleading representations on which it was based, to Mary with the intent that she rely on it
for purposes of undervaluing her own interest in the property.
125.

According to the New York Times investigation, Starrett City in reality had such a

high value that its subsequent sale led to a massive windfall for Defendants. Despite the “nominal”
valuation provided by Schwartz on December 8, 2000, Starrett City was sold in 2018 for $905
million, of which Donald personally received at least $16 million.
126.

In addition, on December 21, 1999, Defendants provided Mary with various

financial statements, tax returns, and schedules of cash disbursements for 1989-1993 for the
Midland entities, which compounded the prior fraudulent misrepresentations and omissions
alleged above.
127.

The

Purported

Agreements

themselves

memorialize

myriad

fraudulent

misrepresentations concerning the value of Mary’s Midland Interests. For example, according to
the Purported Agreements, Mary and her brother, Fred Trump III, requested that Defendants
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provide her with information concerning their ownership interests in Midland. In response,
Defendants provided Mary with documents including income tax returns, financial statements,
partnership tax returns, lists of sold and unsold units, lists of mortgages and notes receivable, and
a list of cooperative apartment ownership interests for 1997-1999 for the Midland entities, all of
which were undervalued on account of all the schemes and misrepresentations outlined above. The
Purported Agreements incorporated by reference each of these documents containing fraudulent
misrepresentations of Midland’s value.
128.

With these fraudulent documents, Defendants deliberately deceived Mary into

believing that the fair market value of her 10% interest in Midland was far less than its true value.
In reasonable reliance on Defendants’ fraudulent undervaluations, Mary relinquished the Midland
Interests at a grossly understated value. If Defendants had provided accurate information
concerning her Midland Interests, Mary would not have accepted these terms.
2. Defendants Grossly Understated the Value of Mary’s Land Interests
129.

Defendants made similar misrepresentations about Mary’s Land Interests.

130.

To take one example, the Purported Agreements fundamentally misrepresented the

nature of the Land Interests by portraying those interests simply as rights to cash streams from
“ground leases.” More specifically, an “Agreement and Stipulation made April 10, 2001” made
reference to Mary’s “right, title and interest to the ‘ground leases’ affecting the real property,” i.e.,
Beach Haven and Shore Haven. Yet, as alleged above, Mary’s interest was far broader and more
valuable: she had an interest in the land underlying those developments, but she also had a
reversion interest in the buildings themselves, not just an interest in the ground leases. Defendants
thus took advantage of their domination and control over Mary’s affairs to portray her Land
Interests as far less valuable than they in fact were.
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During their discussions, Defendants also provided Mary with numerous financial

statements, appraisals, and other valuation documents concerning her Land Interests. Many if not
all of them were fraudulent.
132.

For example, on December 21, 1999, Defendants provided Mary with numerous

financial statements, general ledgers, and tax returns for 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993 for
Beach Haven, Shore Haven, and various associated entities and divisions of those entities. Those
statements contained fraudulent undervaluations of the value of the Land Interests. They included
valuations from Von Ancken, who valued the Beach Haven and Shore Haven developments,
despite being “the crown jewels of Fred Trump’s empire,” at a mere $23 million, or $11.01 per
square foot—far lower than their true market value. Indeed, as of 2020, their current assessed
value, which is typically far lower than fair market value, was over ten times that amount.
133.

In addition, Mary, through her lawyer Barnosky, was provided with a May 18, 2000

letter addressed from Von Ancken to Robert that provided Von Ancken’s valuation of the
reversion interest in the Shore Haven Shopping Center at $1,330,000 and the reversion interest in
the Beach Haven Shopping Center at $2,530,000. Mary also was provided with at least two
accountings that provided the value of Shore Haven Apartments #1 and #3 as of June 25, 1999,
and March 31, 2000. These valuations were all grossly and fraudulently understated.
134.

In addition to these sorts of false appraisals and accountings, Defendants also

provided Mary with gift and estate tax returns for the Fred Sr. estate that contained further
fraudulent undervaluations of Mary’s Land Interests. For example, the 2000 Fred Sr. estate tax
returns included a schedule of real estate assets containing valuations of “50% interest in land –
Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn, NY, subject to a ground lease to Shore Haven Apartments No. 1, Inc.”
as well as similar valuations of assets that were subject to ground leases to “Shore Haven
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Apartments No. 2, Inc.,” and “Shore Haven Apartments No. 3, Inc.” The values of each of these
real estate assets were fraudulently understated for at least two reasons.
135.

First, as the tax returns stated, the valuations for each of these interests were

performed “based on present value of stream of payments.” In other words, the valuations were
performed solely on the lease payments that were being paid and placed no value at all on Mary’s
reversion interests (the appreciated land and improvements that would revert to Mary as lessor).
136.

Second, the lease payments were excessively preferential to Defendants’ entities as

lessees and far below market. These extremely low lease payments increased the flow of value to
Defendants as lessees to the detriment of Mary and other stakeholders as lessor. The valuation of
Mary’s lessor interest was fraudulently calculated based solely on these low lease payments.
137.

In reliance on these fraudulent misrepresentations, Mary relinquished her interest

in Shore Haven and Beach Haven at a grossly fraudulent undervaluation. If Defendants had
provided accurate numbers concerning her Land Interests, Mary would not have accepted these
terms.
3. Defendants Grossly Understated the Value of Mary’s Trust and
Estate Interests
138.

Finally, Defendants provided Mary with fraudulently understated valuations of her

Trust and Estate Interests.
139.

Defendants procured several of these valuations from Von Ancken. Defendants

provided them to Mary in a May 18, 2000 letter fraudulently understating the value of 11 real
estate assets associated with the Fred Sr. estate, including Fontainebleau Apartments, Lawrence
Towers, Tysens Park Apartments, Shore Haven Shopping Center, and Beach Haven Shopping
Center.
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Defendants made similar fraudulent misrepresentations as to the value of certain

interests related to Fred Sr. and Mary Anne Trump’s grantor-retained annuity trusts (“GRATs”),
as reflected in December 2000 statements; the value of Fred Sr.’s “Gross Estate,” as reflected in a
federal tax summary; and (as alleged above) the value of the massive Starrett City development, a
percentage of which was also part of the Fred Sr. estate, and which Defendants claimed was “a
nominal amount based on information obtained from management.” Indeed, Defendants
represented to Mary that the total value of the properties in the Fred Sr. and Mary Anne Trumps’
GRATs, including 25 apartment complexes—was just $93.9 million. Just nine years later, banks
would put a valuation of nearly $900 million on many of the same assets.
141.

Based on the fraudulently understated data that Defendants had provided, Mary’s

attorneys calculated that “the amount that we would receive if we were totally victorious in this
regard is approximately $13,400,000.” If Defendants had provided accurate data, Mary would have
calculated a significantly higher fair market value for her interest in the Fred Sr. estate.
142.

In each and every one of these ways, Defendants intentionally and fraudulently

induced Mary to enter into the Purported Agreements through their grossly fraudulent
undervaluations. Mary reasonably relied on these misstatements in relinquishing her claim to the
Estate Interests for an amount that grossly understated its true value. If Defendants had provided
accurate numbers concerning the Fred Sr. estate, Mary would not have accepted these terms.
IV.

DEFENDANTS’ CONTINUING CONCEALMENT

143.

After Mary was squeezed out of her Interests on April 10, 2001, she no longer

received financial statements or other information (though her representatives or anyone else)
pertaining to the Trump empire and the Interests she had relinquished.
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Unbeknownst to Mary, however, Defendants continued to engage in fraud and

misconduct that harmed the taxpayers, their tenants, and anyone who did business with them.
Defendants also continued to deliberately conceal their fraud and cook the books.
145.

Defendants’ rampant fraud and misconduct—including the schemes that harmed

Mary—only began to come to light with the publication of an investigative report by the New York
Times on October 2, 2018. Among other things, the reporting included extensive “interviews with
Fred Trump’s former employees and advisers,” as well as invoices and purchase orders obtained
from vendors, and other documents from both public and private sources.
146.

That investigative report, and the documents and information it revealed, first put

Mary on notice of the schemes by which Defendants had defrauded her and squeezed her out of
her Interests in the Trump empire years earlier.
CAUSES OF ACTION
COUNT 1
Fraudulent Misrepresentation
147.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
148.

As alleged above, beginning in at least the early 1980s, Defendants intentionally

made material misrepresentations and omissions of fact to Mary regarding the true value of Mary’s
Interests, including in connection with the Siphoning, Devaluing, and Squeeze-Out of her Interests.
149.

Defendants’ fraud began in at least the early 1980s and culminated on April 10,

2001, when Defendants induced Mary into entering the Purported Agreements through which
Mary purported to settle her claims in the probate proceedings and health insurance litigation and
separately relinquish her Interests for far less than their true value.
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As alleged in greater detail above, for at least a decade prior to the Squeeze-Out,

Defendants used sham companies, lowball valuations, cash distributions disguised as notes,
padded invoices, and other kinds of concealed self-dealing to siphon value away from the entities
in which Mary held Interests, such as Midland, and into entities controlled and owned by
Defendants, such as All County, Trump Management, and Apartment Associates.
151.

As a consequence of these siphoning efforts, additional undisclosed self-dealing,

and colluding to stall the sale of sponsor apartments held by the Midland entities, among other
gambits, Defendants drove down the book value of and net income generated by Mary’s Interests.
152.

Throughout Defendants’ fraud, beginning at least in the early 1980s, Defendants

provided Mary with materially false and misleading financial statements and other financial
documents that grossly undervalued Mary’s Interests, including with respect to their book value,
the net income they generated, and their purported fair market value (see supra Sections III.A-B).
153.

Defendants knew that the financial information they provided to Mary was false or

provided the information recklessly without regard to its falsity.
154.

Defendants provided this information intending that Mary would rely on it in

valuing her Interests and to deceive her into believing that her Interests were less valuable than
they actually were.
155.

In the months leading up to the signing of the Purported Agreements in April 2001,

Defendants compounded their materially false and misleading representations and omissions
through additional statements concerning the value of Mary’s Interests, as well as providing her,
through her attorney Barnosky and her trustee Durben, with similarly materially false and
misleading accounts, books and records, and valuations.
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In the Purported Agreements, Defendants expressly referred to the decades of

representations and omissions they made to Mary.
157.

The Purported Agreements contained extensive warranties and representations as

to the truth and accuracy of that information. Defendants made at least the following material
misstatements and omissions:
a. Mary’s Midland Interests. Between 1999 and 2001, Mary and her brother
requested that the Defendants provide her with information concerning their
ownership interests in Midland.
i. On or around December 21, 1999, Defendants provided Mary with
documents including income tax returns, financial statements,
partnership tax returns, lists of sold and unsold units, lists of mortgages
and notes receivable, and a list of cooperative apartment ownership
interests for 1997-1999 for the Midland entities. Separately, on
December 21, 1999, Defendants provided to Mary various financial
statements, tax returns, and schedules of cash disbursements for 19891993 for the Midland entities, as well as additional tax returns. As
alleged in further detail in Section III.C above, the financial statements
contained

numerous

fraudulent

misrepresentations,

including

fraudulent overstatements of expenses for repairs and maintenance on
the Midland properties. In addition, as alleged in further detail in Section
III.C above, the schedules of cash disbursements contained numerous
similar fraudulent misrepresentations and transfers.
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ii. On December 8, 2000, Mary’s counsel asked Defendants’ counsel for
an appraisal for Fred Sr.’s partnership interest in Starrett City, which
Mary had an interest in through her 10% interest in Midland.
Defendants’ counsel responded that Starrett City was valued at “a
nominal amount based on information obtained from management.”
That “nominal” valuation was made by Defendants in their capacity as
“management.” That valuation was fraudulently understated. According
to the New York Times investigation, Starrett City was sold in 2018 for
$905 million, of which Donald personally received at least $16 million.
iii. Ultimately, Defendants falsely represented to Mary that her interest in
Midland was worth no more than a specified amount that grossly
undervalued her interest.
b. Mary’s Land Interests. Defendants also misrepresented to Mary the value of
her Land Interests in Beach Haven and Shore Haven. Defendants procured
fraudulent undervaluations of Beach Haven and Shore Haven from Von
Ancken. Von Ancken valued the Beach Haven and Shore Haven apartments at
$23 million, or $11.01 per square foot, which was far lower than their true
market value. Between 1999 and 2001, Defendants provided Mary with
numerous

financial

statements

and

other

documents

containing

misrepresentations of the value of the Beach Haven and Shore Haven ground
leases that were predicated on Von Ancken’s undervaluations. Ultimately,
Defendants falsely represented to Mary that her Land Interests were worth no
more than a specified amount that grossly undervalued those interests.
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c. Mary’s Trust and Estate Interests. Defendants misrepresented to Mary the
value of certain interests related to Fred Sr. and Mary Anne Trump’s GRATs,
as reflected in December 2000 statements; the value of Fred Sr.’s “Gross
Estate,” as reflected in a federal tax summary; and (as alleged above) the value
of the Starrett City development, a percentage of which was also part of the
Fred Sr. estate. Defendants falsely represented to Mary that Fred Sr.’s estate
was cumulatively worth no more than thirty million dollars and falsely
represented to Mary that her interest in the estate was worth no more than a
specified amount that grossly undervalued her interest. Defendants failed to
disclose, however, that they had fraudulently transferred valuable estate assets
to themselves in 1997. In fact, when most of the assets in the Trump real estate
empire were sold in December 2003, two years after the Squeeze-Out, they
were valued at “nearly one billion dollars.”
158.

Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions were material because the true value

of Mary’s Interests was an essential consideration for her in deciding whether and the amount for
which to relinquish Interests.
159.

Defendants knew that all of these statements and omissions relating to the value of

Mary’s Interests were materially false and misleading, or acted with reckless disregard to their
falsity, in part because Defendants themselves had conspired to siphon millions of dollars from
Mary’s Interests and conspired to drive down their value as alleged above, as well as because
Defendants dominated, operated, and controlled the overall business empire and had near
exclusive access to information about it.
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Defendants had intentionally made or provided the materially false and misleading

representations to Mary to deceive her into believing her Interests were far less valuable than they
actually were and ultimately to induce her into relinquishing her Interests for far less than their fair
market value.
161.

Defendants intended that Mary would rely on their statements and omissions in

determining whether and at what amount to relinquish her Interests.
162.

Defendants knew Von Ancken’s valuations were false, that there was no reasonable

basis for them, and procured them for the purpose of misleading Mary, but presented them to Mary
as accurate assessments of the value of the assets in which she had Interests, in order to deceive
her.
163.

Defendants intended to use and did use Von Ancken’s valuations to further mislead

Mary as to the value of her Interests and to induce her reliance on their gross undervaluations of
her Interests.
164.

Mary reasonably and justifiably relied on Defendants’ misrepresentations about the

value of her Interests in deciding to relinquish her claims to those Interests
165.

Although Mary sought information about the value of her Interests, Mary could not

have discovered the true value of her Interests through the exercise of ordinary diligence or
intelligence because Defendants, in furtherance of their fraud and with near-exclusive access to
information, had siphoned value away from and misrepresented the value of her Interests for so
long.
166.

As a direct and proximate result of relying on Defendants’ intentional

misrepresentations, Mary suffered injury by entering into the Purported Agreements predicated on
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these incorrect valuations and was conned by Defendants into giving up her Interests for
dramatically less than they were actually worth.
167.

Defendants’ fraud against Mary was particularly egregious and morally culpable

because Defendants deliberately targeted her because they disliked her. For example, in a tweet,
Donald stated that Mary was “rightfully shunned, scorned and mocked her entire life.” In another
tweet, he described her as “a mess” who her grandfather “couldn’t stand.”
168.

Due to Defendants’ fraud, Mary suffered damages in an amount to be proven at

169.

Mary is also entitled to an award of punitive damages from Defendants because

trial.

their conduct toward her was malicious, wanton, and willful, and because Defendants’ schemes
also harmed the public by evading applicable taxes and by improperly raising rents on Defendants’
low-income tenants.
COUNT 2
Fraudulent Concealment
170.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
171.

Defendants had a duty to disclose to Mary accurate information about the value of

her Interests before she entered the Purported Agreements because the true value of Mary’s
Interests were “special facts” known and knowable only to Defendants.
172.

Defendants’ superior knowledge of such essential facts, coupled with their

knowledge that Mary was acting on the basis of incorrect information, made nondisclosure
inherently unfair.
173.

By virtue of their dominant and controlling positions in the family business and

their fraudulent conduct and conspiracy as detailed above, Defendants were aware of information,
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not readily available to Mary, demonstrating that the representations in the financial statements
and the valuations they provided to Mary dramatically understated the value of the entities in which
she had an interest.
174.

Although Mary sought information about the value of her Interests, she could not

have discovered their true value through the exercise of ordinary diligence or intelligence because
Defendants, in furtherance of their fraud, had so thoroughly siphoned value away from and
misrepresented the resulting value of the entities in which she had an interest for so long.
175.

In short, Defendants had a duty to disclose essential facts to Mary bearing on the

true value of her Interests because those facts were peculiarly within their knowledge, and Mary
could not have discovered that information through the exercise of ordinary diligence or
intelligence.
176.

But Defendants never disclosed those facts. Instead, between at least the early

1980s and 2001, they furthered their underlying fraud by deceiving Mary about the true value of
her Interests, as alleged above, through a combination of affirmative misrepresentations, active
concealment, and deliberate nondisclosure.
177.

Indeed, year after year, Defendants provided Mary, through her trustee Durben,

with financial documents that were designed to dupe her into believing that her Interests were
being protected.
178.

And Defendants expressly referred to the decades of representations and omissions

they made to Mary in the Purported Agreements.
179.

Defendants knew that accurate information about the true value of her Interests was

material information that Mary needed.
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Defendants deliberately concealed these material, special facts to mislead Mary

about the value of her Interests in the months leading up to the signing of the Purported Agreements
in order to induce her to relinquish her Interests in the Purported Agreements for significantly less
than they were worth.
181.

As alleged above, Mary reasonably and justifiably relied on Defendants’ omissions

in relinquishing her Interests and could not have found out the information they were concealing
from her through an exercise of ordinary diligence or intelligence.
182.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ misleading omissions and their

failure to disclose the special facts peculiarly within their knowledge, Mary suffered injury by
relinquishing her Interests for far less than they were worth.
183.

Due to Defendants’ fraudulent concealment, Mary suffered damages in an amount

to be proved at trial.
184.

For the reasons alleged above, Mary is also entitled to punitive damages because

Defendants’ conduct was malicious, wanton, and willful.
COUNT 3
Fraudulent Inducement
185.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
186.

As more fully set alleged above, Defendants fraudulently induced Mary to enter

into the Purported Agreements, and thereby to relinquish her Interests, by knowingly and falsely
representing the value of assets in which Mary held Interests, throughout their fraud and leading
up to and during settlement negotiations and in the Purported Agreements themselves.
187.

Defendants’ misrepresentations were materially false and misleading because they

dramatically understated the value of assets in which Mary held Interests.
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Defendants’ omissions were materially false and misleading because they had the

purpose and effect of leaving Mary with a misimpression of the value of assets in which Mary held
Interests.
189.

The Purported Agreements expressly referred to, and incorporated by reference,

decades of representations and omissions made by Defendants.
190.

When Defendants made the representations regarding the assets in which Mary held

Interests, they knew the representations were false or made the representations with reckless
disregard to their falsity. Indeed, as alleged above, Defendants themselves directed the creation of
the fraudulently understated valuations on which these representations relied and directed the fraud
that led to these incorrect valuations.
191.

Defendants intended that Mary would rely on their misrepresentations of the value

of the assets in which Mary had Interests and deliberately made the misrepresentations to induce
Mary to enter into the Purported Agreements.
192.

Mary reasonably and justifiably relied on Defendants’ falsely low representations

of the value of the assets in which she had Interests when she decided to enter into the Purported
Agreements.
193.

As a direct and proximate result of relying on Defendants’ false representations of

the values of her various Interests inducing her to sign the Purported Agreements, Mary
relinquished her Interests for an amount far lower than their actual worth and suffered damages in
an amount to be proven at trial.
194.

For the reasons alleged above, Mary is also entitled to punitive damages because

Defendants’ conduct was malicious, wanton, and willful
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COUNT 4
Negligent Misrepresentation
195.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
196.

As more fully alleged above, Defendants had a special relationship with Mary

regarding her Interests based on their fiduciary relationship and their status as executors of Fred
Sr.’s estate, majority partners and owners in Midland and her Land Interests, and trustees of Mary’s
1976 trust.
197.

Durben also had a special relationship with Mary as her trustee with respect to each

of these Interests. Defendants and Durben therefore had a duty to provide correct information
regarding the value of Mary’s Interests during settlement negotiations.
198.

Defendants and Durben knew or should have known that Mary would rely on their

representations regarding the value of her Interests, including but not limited to during the
negotiations following Fred Sr.’s death.
199.

Defendants and Durben provided Mary with incorrect information regarding the

value of Mary’s Interests.
200.

Defendants and Durben failed to use reasonable care to ensure that their

representations were correct.
201.

Mary’s reliance on these representations when she decided to enter into the

Purported Agreements was reasonable because Defendants controlled, managed, and operated the
overall business empire and had near-exclusive access to information while Mary had no
involvement in how her Interests were managed and did not participate in the underlying business
in any way.
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In addition, because Durben was her trustee, Mary reasonably relied on his

representations when she decided to enter into the Purported Agreements.
203.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ and Durben’s false and misleading

representations, Mary has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
204.

For the reasons alleged above, Mary is also entitled to punitive damages because

Defendants’ conduct was malicious, wanton, and willful.
COUNT 5
Civil Conspiracy to Commit Fraudulent Misrepresentation and Fraudulent Concealment
205.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
206.

Together with Durben and Von Ancken (the “Co-Conspirators”), Defendants

agreed to misrepresent and conceal from Mary the true value of the entities that comprised her
Interests.
207.

Over more than a decade, Defendants, with help of their advisors and Co-

Conspirators, siphoned millions of dollars from the entities in which Mary had an interest, drove
down their value, and provided Mary with financial statements and other documents and
statements they knew were predicated on misrepresentations, including false valuations, or
provided with reckless disregard to their falsity.
208.

All the while, Defendants and their Co-Conspirators refused to disclose the true

value of Mary’s Interests, despite having fiduciary duties and superior knowledge of the essential
facts that Mary could not readily ascertain.
209.

Defendants and their Co-Conspirators took these actions intentionally and in

furtherance of their agreement. Defendants’ and their Co-Conspirators’ misrepresentations of the
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value of Mary’s Interests and their refusal to disclose essential information were material to Mary’s
relinquishment of her Interests.
210.

Defendants and their Co-Conspirators intended that Mary would rely on their

misstatements and omissions.
211.

Mary reasonably and justifiably relied on Defendants’ and their Co-Conspirators’

misstatements and omissions and could not have discovered the truth through ordinary
intelligence—Defendants and their Co-Conspirators deliberately and effectively concealed their
collusive fraud from Mary, other members of the Trump family, and the general public.
212.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ collusion and cooperation in

misrepresenting and concealing the value of her Interests, Mary relinquished her Interests for far
less than their fair market value, and was thereby injured.
213.

For the reasons alleged above, Mary is also entitled to punitive damages because

Defendants’ conduct was malicious, wanton, and willful.
COUNT 6
Civil Conspiracy to Commit Fraudulent Inducement
214.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
215.

Together with their Co-Conspirators, Defendants agreed to misrepresent the value

of Mary’s Interests and failed to disclose essential facts to her in an effort to deceive her into
believing that the value of her Interests was substantially lower than it actually was.
216.

Defendants and their Co-Conspirators provided Mary with misrepresentations and

concealed essential facts in the Purported Agreements with the purpose and intent of inducing her
reliance and making her believe that the entities that comprised her Interests were worth much less
than their fair market value.
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Defendants and their Co-Conspirators knew that the representations they provided

to Mary were false, or provided them with reckless disregard to their falsity.
218.

Mary reasonably and justifiably relied on the misrepresentations Defendants and

their Co-Conspirators provided to her.
219.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ and their Co-Conspirators’

collusion and cooperation in misrepresenting the value of her Interests, Mary was injured when
she relinquished her Interests for far less than their true value as set forth in the Purported
Agreements.
220.

For the reasons alleged above, Mary is also entitled to punitive damages because

Defendants’ conduct was malicious, wanton, and willful.
COUNT 7
Breach of Fiduciary Duty
221.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
222.

As described in further detail in Section II, Defendants owed Mary fiduciary duties

on account of their dominant ownership interest and higher level of trust that had been placed in
them, their roles as her trustees, as executors, and as partners, as follows:
a. Defendants owed Mary fiduciary duties as co-members of Midland, a limited
liability company, and as partners in the associated entities, which they majority
owned, operated, and controlled;
b. Defendants owed Mary fiduciary duties as majority fee owners of the Beach
Haven and Shore Haven land interests, which they operated and controlled;
c. Defendants owed Mary fiduciary duties as executors of Fred Sr.’s estate, of
which Mary was a beneficiary. In their capacity as executors, Defendants owed
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Mary fiduciary duties beginning immediately on Fred Sr.’s death on June 25,
1999.
d. Defendants owed Mary fiduciary duties as trustees of certain trust interests of
which Mary was the beneficiary.
223.

In addition, Defendants’ co-conspirator Irwin Durben owed fiduciary duties to

Mary as the trustee of her Ground Lease Interests, Midland Interests, Estate Interests, and 1976
Trust, see supra Section II.
224.

As such, Defendants had a fiduciary duty to speak and inform Mary of their scheme

to siphon away value from her, to devalue her Interests, to misrepresent their value in various
financial documents, and to squeeze her out of her Interests.
225.

In addition, as fiduciaries, Defendants owed Mary duties of good faith, fair dealing,

and full disclosure, and were not permitted to engage in transactions that created conflicts of
interest.
226.

Defendants breached their fiduciary duties to Mary beginning in the early 1980s

and throughout the 1990s by self-dealing, siphoning her Interests, devaluing them, misrepresenting
their value, and attempting to fraudulently squeeze her out of them, as alleged above.
227.

As a direct result of Defendants’ breach of these duties, Mary suffered damages

from the dramatic reduction in value of her Interests, including their book value and their net
income.
228.

In so doing, Defendants showed wanton disregard for Mary. They willfully,

egregiously, and repeatedly abused their position of trust and deprived Mary of her Interests in
order to maximize their own profits.
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Mary sustained damages directly caused by Defendants’ breach of their fiduciary

duties in an amount to be proven at trial.
230.

For the reasons alleged above, Mary is also entitled to punitive damages because

Defendants’ conduct was malicious, wanton, and willful.
COUNT 8
Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty
231.

Mary incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs and re-alleges them as if

fully set forth herein.
232.

As alleged above in Count 7, Defendants breached the fiduciary duties they owed

to Mary as co-executors of Fred Sr.’s estate, as co-trustees of the 1976 trust, as partners in and comembers of Midland, and as majority owners of the Beach Haven and Shore Haven land interests.
Irwin Durben also breached the fiduciary duties he owed to Mary as trustee of her Land Interests,
Midland Interests, and co-trustee of the 1976 trust.
233.

Each Defendant was aware of the fraud. Each Defendant lent substantial assistance

to each other, and to Durben, in furtherance of the fraud and breach of fiduciary duty. And each
Defendant’s refusal to disclose the fraud and breach of fiduciary duty to Mary helped conceal
Defendants’ breach and enabled it to occur.
234.

Defendants knew of each other’s fiduciary duties and the duties owed by Durben

and, due to their participation, had actual knowledge of the pertinent breaches.
235.

Due to each Defendants’ substantial assistance in the breach of fiduciary duties,

Mary suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
236.

For the reasons alleged above, Mary is also entitled to punitive damages because

Defendants’ conduct was malicious, wanton, and willful.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, judgment should be entered in favor of Plaintiff and against Defendants,
jointly and severally, as follows:
a.

compensatory damages in excess of $500,000 and in an amount to be proven at
trial;

b.

punitive damages in an amount to be proven at trial;

d.

prejudgment and post-judgment interest;

e.

attorneys’ fees, litigation expenses, and costs; and

f.

such other relief as may be just and proper.

Dated: September 24, 2020
New York, New York

By:
Roberta A. Kaplan
John C. Quinn
Alexander J. Rodney
KAPLAN HECKER & FINK LLP
350 Fifth Avenue, Suite 7110
New York, New York 10118
Tel: (212) 763-0883
Fax: (212) 564-0883
rkaplan@kaplanhecker.com
jquinn@kaplanhecker.com
arodney@kaplanhecker.com
Counsel for Plaintiff Mary L. Trump
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NYS Department of State
Division of Corporations
Entity Information
The information contained in this database is current through September 25, 2020
Selected Entity Name ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP
Selected Entity Status Information
Current Entity Name: ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP.
DOS ID #:
1658756
Initial DOS Filing Date: AUGUST 13, 1992
County:
NASSAU
Jurisdiction:
NEW YORK
Entity Type:
DOMESTIC BUSINESS CORPORATION
Current Entity Status: INACTIVE - Dissolution (Dec 31, 2018)
Selected Entity Address Information
DOS Process (Address to which DOS will mail process if accepted on behalf of the entity)
ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP.
511 MANHASSET WOODS ROAD
MANHASSET, NEW YORK, 11030
Chief Executive Officer
JOHN W WALTER
511 MANHASSET WOODS RD
MANHASSET, NEW YORK, 11030
Principal Executive Office
ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP.
511 MANHASSET WOODS RD
MANHASSET, NEW YORK, 11030
Registered Agent
NONE
This office does not record information regarding the names
and addresses of officers, shareholders or directors of
nonprofessional corporations except the chief executive
officer, if provided, which would be listed above. Professional
corporations must include the name(s) and address(es) of the
initial officers, directors, and shareholders in the initial
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this information
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recorded and only available by viewing the certificate. RECEIVED NYSCEF: 10/02/2020
*Stock Information
# of Shares Type of Stock $ Value per Share
200
No Par Value

*Stock information is applicable to domestic business corporations.
Name History
Filing Date Name Type
Entity Name
AUG 13, 1992 Actual
ALL COUNTY BUILDING SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE CORP.
A Fictitious name must be used when the Actual name of a foreign entity is unavailable for use in New York State. The
entity must use the fictitious name when conducting its activities or business in New York State.
NOTE: New York State does not issue organizational identification numbers.
Search Results New Search
Services/Programs | Privacy Policy | Accessibility Policy | Disclaimer | Return to DOS Homepage | Contact Us
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As the Trumps Dodged Taxes, Their Tenants Paid a Price
By Russ Buettner and Susanne Craig
Dec. 15, 2018

They were collateral damage as Donald J. Trump and his siblings dodged inheritance taxes and gained control of their
father’s fortune: thousands of renters in an empire of unassuming red-brick buildings scattered across Brooklyn, Queens and
Staten Island.
Those buildings have been home to generations of strivers, municipal workers and newly arrived immigrants. When their
regulated rents started rising more quickly in the 1990s, many tenants had no idea why. Some heard that the Trump family
had spent millions on building improvements, but they remained suspicious.
“I’ve always thought there was something strange going on,” said Jack Leitner, who has lived in the Beach Haven Apartments
in Coney Island, Brooklyn, for more than two decades. “But you have to have proof, and it’s an uphill battle.”
As it turned out, a hidden scam lurked behind the mysterious increases. In October, a New York Times investigation into the
origins of Mr. Trump’s wealth revealed, among its ﬁndings, that the future president and his siblings set up a phony business
to pad the cost of nearly everything their father, the legendary builder Fred C. Trump, purchased for his buildings. The Trump
children split that extra money.
[Read The Times’s investigation here.]
Padding the invoices had a secondary beneﬁt for the Trumps, allowing them to inﬂate rent increases on their father’s rentregulated apartments.
“The higher the markup would be, the higher the rent that might be charged,” Robert Trump, the president’s brother, once
admitted in a sworn deposition obtained by The Times.
The president and his siblings have long since sold their father’s buildings and moved on with their inherited fortunes. But for
tenants, the insidious effects of the scheme continue to this day.

A phony company that padded invoices to Beach Haven and other properties was used to
siphon Fred C. Trump’s wealth to his children. Dave Sanders for The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/15/us/politics/trump-tenants-taxes.html
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The padded invoices have been baked into the base rent used to calculate the annual percentage increase approved by the
city. The sum total of the rent overcharges cannot be calculated from available records. As a way to appreciate the scope of
the impact, a onetime $10 increase in 1995 on all the 8,000 apartments involved would put the total overpaid by tenants at
more than $33 million to date, an analysis of approved rent increases shows.
Mr. Leitner, a retired computer programmer, was not pleased to learn that his rent had been artiﬁcially inﬂated. Like other
tenants interviewed by The Times, he wants that money back.
“If they passed on phony costs to tenants, they should lower our rents,” he said.
The Times’s investigation of the Trump family’s ﬁnances, based on a vast trove of tax returns and conﬁdential ﬁnancial
records, found that Donald Trump, contrary to his lifelong claim of being a self-made billionaire, received the equivalent today
of at least $413 million from his father.
That fortune was greatly increased by dubious schemes — including instances of outright fraud — designed to dodge gift and
estate taxes, the investigation found. Mr. Trump was a central player in the formulation of those strategies, which included
grossly undervaluing his father’s apartment complexes in tax ﬁlings, interviews and records showed. He also received tens of
millions of dollars in gifts from his father that were disguised as loans or business investments.
Mr. Trump and his brother Robert did not respond to requests for comment for this article. But in a written statement for The
Times’s original piece, one of the president’s lawyers, Charles J. Harder, said that “there was no fraud or tax evasion by
anyone,” and that Mr. Trump had delegated tax matters to relatives and tax professionals.
The most overt fraud uncovered by The Times involved the sham corporation, All County Building Supply & Maintenance,
created by the Trumps in 1992. It appeared, on paper at least, to be a purchasing agent for Fred Trump’s buildings.
In reality, the creation of All County did not change how Fred Trump’s business functioned. He and his executives continued to
negotiate prices for everything from roofs to window cleaner, but vendors began receiving checks from an All County bank
account. Fred Trump’s apartment buildings then reimbursed All County, with an extra 20 to 50 percent tacked on.
All County was owned by Donald Trump, his three siblings and a cousin. In some years, the amounts distributed to each
Trump sibling ballooned to nearly $1 million, records obtained by The Times show.
Because All County performed no real work, the transfer of money through the corporation was essentially a gift that evaded
the 55 percent tax in place at the time, tax experts told The Times.
Former prosecutors told The Times that the ﬁling of padded invoices with state rent regulators could have led to criminal
charges at the time, but that the statute of limitations has long since expired. Civil penalties in cases of fraud remain a
possibility, and tax authorities in New York City and New York State have said they are examining issues raised by The
Times’s investigation.
Lawyers who specialize in representing tenants say the Trumps’ current and former tenants may have an opening to
challenge the decades-old increases, potentially rolling back rents and collecting damages.
Michael Grinthal, supervising lawyer with the Community Development Project at the Urban Justice Center, a nonproﬁt legal
services and advocacy group, said that the current owners would be held responsible for any damages, but that those owners
could have a claim against the president and his siblings.
“If I was talking to those tenants right now, I’d say: ʻDo it. Go,’” Mr. Grinthal said. “This case should be fought.”
Regulations generally allow tenants to challenge rent for the past four years. But the state’s highest court has held that
tenants can look back further to show their landlord increased rent through fraud (though damages are still limited).
“If they are making false statements about how much it costs, that would be pretty much dead center of the deﬁnition of
fraud,” Mr. Grinthal said.
Although the state Division of Housing and Community Renewal oversees rent-regulated apartments, the responsibility for
uncovering overcharges falls mostly to tenants, many of whom are unaware of the rules. Just trying to ﬁgure out the codes on
rental history forms and discern what drove up their rent can seem daunting.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/15/us/politics/trump-tenants-taxes.html
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Susan Shavitz, 73, moved into her two-bedroom at Trump Village in Coney Island with her mother when Fred Trump
completed construction in 1964. Decades later, her rent begin to rise more quickly. She believed at the time that the increases
were exclusively because the Trumps had switched the building to a different affordable-housing program.
Ms. Shavitz obtained her apartment rental history from the state at the request of The Times, but she could not translate the
soup of numbers and abbreviations.

A portion of Susan Shavitz’s rental history at Trump Village in Brooklyn. The padded
invoices still affect rent, as the initial increase was compounded over the years.

“It made no sense to me whatsoever,” said Ms. Shavitz, a retired teacher. “I have no idea how much of it was because of the
improvements.”
Other records show the state approved a building-wide rent increase in 1997 of almost $1.1 million after the Trumps installed
new windows, terrace doors and boilers, which were an early focus of the All County purchases. That project increased Ms.
Shavitz’s rent by $32 a month. While it is not known how much of that is attributable to All County, the cost of improvements
bumped up her rent in ﬁve of the last eight years that the Trumps owned the buildings, adding 11 percent in all.
Ms. Shavitz said that she was ﬁnancially comfortable and could afford her rent but would still participate in a lawsuit to win
back overcharges.
Like Ms. Shavitz and her mother, thousands of tenants once saw moving into a Fred Trump building as a step up the economic
ladder, an arrival of sorts. In the postwar era, the president’s father came to own more than 10,000 apartments in New York
City, and thousands more elsewhere, often ﬁnancing the construction through low-interest government loans aimed at
creating affordable housing for returning veterans and the booming middle class.
The rules attached to those loans kept rents low, but Fred Trump excelled at keeping costs low, and the empire became
enormously proﬁtable. In just one six-year span, 1988 through 1993, Fred Trump reported $109.7 million in total income, the
equivalent today of $210.7 million, according to conﬁdential tax records obtained by The Times.
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Fred Trump and his son Donald visiting a tenant in Brooklyn in 1973. Barton Silverman/The
New York Times

His buildings share a uniform austerity. Most are six-story brick rectangles with incongruously aristocratic sounding names
— Saxony Hall, Westminster Apartments, Green Park Essex. His largest projects were sprawling complexes with acres of
lawn in and around Coney Island — Beach Haven, Shore Haven and Trump Village.
The folk singer Woody Guthrie took an apartment at Beach Haven in 1950. He wrote a song called “Old Man Trump,”
contemplating the morality of paying rent to someone who would not allow blacks to live in the building. The chorus began:
Beach Haven ain’t my home!
I just can’t pay this rent!
My money’s down the drain!
And my soul is badly bent!

Mr. Leitner, 69, remembers that when he signed his ﬁrst lease at Beach Haven in 1996, the rent was signiﬁcantly higher than
the one quoted during his apartment hunt.
He recently obtained the ofﬁcial rental history of his apartment from the state at the request of The Times. It shows that his
initial rent was $728, an increase of $154 from the prior tenant’s rate. Most of that jump, in fact, was because of the
improvement costs.
The effect of those costs was compounded through the years, as every approved rent increase built upon the starting point.
And while some portion was certainly legitimate, even a $10-a-month increase because of a padded All County invoice would
mean that Mr. Leitner had given his landlords at least $3,800 more than they were legally entitled to over the past 22 years.
Housing advocates have long argued that there is widespread abuse of the two programs that owners of rent-regulated
apartments use to raise rents based on improvements or repairs. Two Albany lawmakers introduced legislation last August
that would end one, known as Major Capital Improvements.
“The M.C.I. program has been subject to abuse by landlords for years — the fact the Trump family did it just highlights that,”
said one of the lawmakers, state Senator Michael N. Gianaris, a Queens Democrat. “It’s time to scrap the program.”
Because the increases carry forward, even tenants who moved in years after the Trumps sold the last of their father’s empire
in 2004 were affected by the family’s invoice-padding scheme.
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Angel Castillo on the day he moved out of his unit at Beach Haven. His current landlord
raised his rent by $150 a month. Joshua Bright for The New York Times

“I want it looked at because a lot of tenants may be owed money,” said Angel Castillo, 49, who moved into Beach Haven a few
years after the Trump siblings sold it.
He moved out just a few weeks ago. The reason: The current landlord increased his rent by $150 a month.
“They told me I was lucky it wasn’t more,” he said.
A version of this article appears in print on , Section A, Page 1 of the New York edition with the headline: A Scheme Aided the Trumps. Tenants Are Paying.
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